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Ab tract 
I tra-high- trength c ncrete is a new lass of concrete that has been the result  
of  the probre s in concrete material science and development . This new type of  
concrete i characterized \ ith ery high compressi e strength; abou 1 00 M Pa. l tra­
high strength concrete shO\ er britt le  fai l ure behavior compared to normal-strength 
concrete .  tee I fibers \vi l l  igni ficant l y  reduce the orkability of ul tra-high strength 
concrete. Th development and use of e l f-compacting concrete has provided a 
olution to the workabilit issue. The combination of technology and knowledge to 
produce U l tra-High strength fiber reinforced sel f-compacting concrete was proved to 
be feasible .  Few studies investigated the effect ofincorporating steel fibers on the shear 
beha ior of uItra-high- trength reinforced concrete beams. 
The research consists of a test eries and analytical investigation .  The present 
research investigated the shear behavior of reinforced beams made of normal-strength­
concrete fiber-reinforced sel f-compacting concrete (28  M Pa), h igh-strength concrete 
fiber-reinforced sel f-compacting concrete (60 M Pa) and ultra-high-strength fiber­
reinforced sel f-compacting concrete ( 1 00 M Pa) .  The test parameters included two 
d ifferent shear span-to-depth ratios of 2 .22  (deep beam action) and 3 .3 3  (s lender beam 
action), and three different steel fiber volume fractions of 0.4%, 0 . 8%, and 1 .2%. The 
test results showed that the shear strength gain ranged from 20% to 1 29% for the beams 
ha ing a concrete grade of28  M Pa, 26% to 63% for the beams having a concrete grade 
of 60 M Pa. and 8 .6% to 94% for the beams with a concrete grade of 1 00 MPa. For the 
deep beams, the shear strength gain tended to decrease by increasing the concrete 
grade. For the slender beams with steel fiber volume fractions of 0.4% and 0. 8%, 
varying the concrete grade had no obvious effect on the shear strength gain. For the 
viii 
lender beam with the higher teel fiber volume fraction of 1 .2%, the shear strength 
gain tended to decrea e with an increase in the concrete grade. 
I n  the analytical in  stigation, the accuracy and al idity of pub l ished analytical 
111 del have been demon trated. Predictions of analyt ical models  by Ashour et a 1 .  
( 1 992)  and arayanan et a 1 .  ( 1 987)  were in good agreement with the experimental 
r suits .  
Keyword : Ultra-high-strength concrete, se l f-compact ing, steel fibers, shear behavior, 
lender beam, d ep beam. 
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Chapter 1: Introd uction 
1.1 Overview 
The advance in  concrete materials and technology in the last 30 years has far 
urpa ed that made through the previous 1 50 years. With arious material used in  
concret mixes to impr ve th  concrete characteristics such as, super-plast ic izing 
admixture , upplementary cementing materials, and the most recent addition to 
concrete mixes i the fiber . 
1.2 Ultra-High Strength F iber-Reinforced Self Compact ing Concrete (UHS-F R­
SCC) 
1.2.1 Ultra-H igh Strength Concrete (UHSC) 
The U ltr-a-h igh strength concrete (UHSC) is a new c lass of concrete that has 
been the result  of such development .  H igh strength concrete ( HSC) and U H SC 
definit ion has been used interchangeable  in  the past. I n  more recent years, the 
defmition of these tv 0 c lasses of concrete has been changed to adapt to the new l imi t  
that the concrete strength was able to reach .  This new type of concrete (UHSC) is  
characterized wi th very h igh compressive strength; higher than 1 00 M Pa. UHSC has 
been used recentl in some high rise bui ld ing and long span bridges a l l over the world_ 
There are some d isad antages with the use of UHSC which is that it shows very brit t le 
fai lure behavior compared to normal-strength concrete (NSC) and therefore a l imi ted 
post-crack behavior. A lso, UHSC fai ls explosively without any warning signs 
( Bencardino, Rizzuti ,  Spadea, & Swamy, 2008) .  
1.2.2 teel Fiber Reinforced Concrete ( FRC) 
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nother e ample of the improvement in concrete technology in  the latter years 
the u e of steel fiber . The u e of steel fiber ( F) in the concrete mixes has gained 
huge popuJarit in  the con truct ion industry in the last decade due to the improvement 
in the concrete propertie after its addit ion to the mi,. tudies have demonstrated that 
the addition of F can enhance many of the concrete propert ies such as, duct i l ity, 
n'i le resistance, fracture toughn ss, and crack contro l  (Graybeal ,  2007; Koksal ,  
l tun,  Yigit, & hahin,  2008; E I-Dieb, 2009; ivakumar & Santhanam, 2007) .  The 
u e of teel fiber with (UH C) can reduce the brittleness of the concrete and improve 
the po t peak behavior of the mix .  But one of the disadvantages of adding steel fiber 
to the concrete mix is  that it remarkably reduce the workabi l ity of the mix .  (Sivakumar 
& anthanam. 2007) 
1.2.3 e lf-Com pact ing Concrete (SCC) 
Self-compacted concrete is  another c lass of concrete that was also developed 
in the la t 30 years. Se lf-compacted concrete is  a concrete that flows and compacts 
under its own weight with no need of mechanical or manual compaction. The self­
compacted concrete was original ly developed to assure that concrete wi l l  pass through 
congested reinforcement and to fi l l  the fonTIwork were the regular concrete can not. 
The abi l ity of SCC to flow eas i ly  and increase the workab i l i ty of the concrete mixes 
gave a solut ion for reso lv ing the workabi l ity i ssue that face the m ixes with SF such as 
u ltra-high-strength fiber-re inforced concrete (UHS-FRC) .  
The use of Steel F iber (SF) with Self Compacting Concrete (SCC) i n  
combination with u l tra-high-strength-concrete (U HSC) is used to  develop what i s  
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kn "vn as ul tra-high- trength fiber-reinforced el f-c mpacting concrete ( H -FR­
C ) .  e eral tudie showed that the development of such a mi  is  practicable ( EI­
Dieb, 2009) .  
1.3 hear t rength 
Reinforced concrete ( RC )  element is  de igned to assure that the element wi l l  
fai l  i n  a ducti le  mode of  Cai lure and wi l l  provide warning before fai l ure, but the issue 
with hear fai lure that i t  i s  a bri tt le type of fai lure and fai l s  without omen. This fai l ure 
\\ i l l  be much more crit ical in  case UHSC was used which i s  a very britt le type of 
concrete. 0 the addit ion of steel fiber could introduce a solution to this problem. The 
pre ence of steel fiber in the concrete mixes and its abi l i ty to i ncrease the ducti l i ty and 
crack control to the concrete mixes al lowed the development of the concept of  
replacing stinllPS with steel fiber i n  the concrete mix .  This idea was deducted from the 
enhancement that happens to the concrete mix  such as the i ncrease in the compressive 
strength, tensile strength, and the change i n  the fai l ure mode to a more favorable  
duct i le  type of  fai lure. ( Batson 1 972;  Narayanan & Darwish, 1 98 7 )  
hear behavior o f  reinforced concrete e lements i s  exceptional ly unpredictable 
in  nature. and with the addi tion of SF detem1in ing the shear strength of the structural 
elements is  extremely d ifficul t .  Study shows that the addition of steel fiber to 
Reinforced Concrete (RC)  wi l l  affect the shear behavior and strength of RC beams 
( Kang T. H .-K . ,  Kim.  M assone, & Gallegu i l los, 20 1 2; Juarez, Valdez, Duran, & 
obolev, 2007; Hanai, 1 997) .  
These i nvestigations concluded that the main  parameters in fl uencing the shear 
behavior and strength of RC beams made with steel fiber-reinforced concrete are : 
• hear span-to-depth ratio (a d) 
• oncrete compre i e trength (Fe) 
• , teel fiber volume fraction (-\.1) 
• Main reinforc ment rat io (ps)  
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o t tudie concluded that using teel fiber with volume ratio Ie s than 0 .75% 
\,\ i l l  not contribute igni ficantl to the shear beha ior of beams (Juarez, Valdez, Duran, 
& obole\', 2007; Hanni, 1 997;  M angiavi l lano & Campione 2008;  Al tun, Haktanir, & 
ri ,  2007; H . H .  Dinh, 20 1 0; Kang t .  H . -K . ,  Kim, Kwak & Hong, 20 1 1 ) . Also, the 
minimum main reinforcement ratio  should be h igher than conventiona l ly  reinforced 
members in order to ach ie  e sufficient ducti l ity ( Dancygier & Savir, 2006) .  It was 
found that it i s  feasible to combine steel fibers and minimum shear reinforcement to 
achieve the shear strength of RC beanls and improve its ducti l i ty (Oh, 1 999; Cucchiara, 
La 1:endola. & Papia. 2004) .  
Very fe\ attempts have been made to study the effect of using SF in  the shear 
strength of UHSC RC beams, and sel f-compact ing concrete (SCC) .  The interact ion 
bet\veen the shear capaci ty steel fiber content, shear span to depth ratio (aid) and the 
transverse shear reinforcement ratio (pst) needs more i nvestigation in order to establ ish 
comprehensive understanding. and to be able to design RC beams with UHS-FR-SCC. 
104 Pu rpose of the study 
The aim of this study was to investigate the shear response of ul tra-high­
strength fi ber reinforced sel f-compacting concrete (UHS-FR-SCC) beams with 
different shear span to depth rat ios (ald). The impact of varying the steel fiber volume 
on the shear response is i nvestigated .  The shear behavior of the UHS-FR-SCC beams 
was compared with that of s imi lar beams made with normal strength concrete (NSC) 
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and high- trength concr te ( H  C) .  The beam SIze, fiber type and longitudinal 
reinforcement rat io were kept unchanged. 
1 .5 Organ iza t ion of the work 
The pre ent re earch \ \  ork i nvestigates, experimenta l ly and analytical l y, the 
ciIect f add ing teel fiber on hear behavior of reinforced concrete beams without 
t i r ups for N C, l IS , and U H  C .  
A l i terature re  iew on shear behavior and strength of steel fiber reinforced 
concrete bean1s with C, and HSC is presented in  Chapter (2 ) .  The research 
objective and ign i ficance concludes the chapter. 
Chapter ( 3 )  provides detai led infom1at ion on the experimental program, test 
matrix which inc ludes grouping of specimens specimen dimensions, geometry, and 
fabrication. I t  a lso inc ludes information on materia ls  propert ies, concrete mix 
proport ions for -FR- CC, HSC-FR-SCC, and UHCS-FR-SCC. A fu l l  description 
of the test set-up, instrumentat ion, control ,  and load detai l s  procedure are presented in  
the ame chapter. 
Chapter (4 )  presents resu l ts of the experimental testing and observations. The 
results inc l ude shear force vs. deflection curves, shear force vs. diagonal tensi le  
displacement shear force vs .  compressive strain, fai l ure modes, and Shear capacity. 
Discussions and comments rel evant to the results are inc luded also in this chapter. 
I n  Chapter ( 5 ), the accuracy and val idi ty of various analytical approaches by 
different publ ications i n  the l iterature are examined. A comparison between 
experimental and analyt ical results is presented and discussed. 
6 
hapter (6 )  summanze the general concl usions of the work along with 
recomm ndat ion for future studies and de elopments on perfonnance of R elements 
that \-vas bui l t  with I I  -FR- Cc. 
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Chapter 2 :  Literature Review 
2. 1 I n trodu ct ion  
This chapter inc lude a review of the a ai lable l i terature on  shear beha ior  of 
fiber reinfor ed concrete beam . The tud ies represented here discuss the effect of 
di ffer nl factors affecting the beha ior of hear strength of teel fiber reinforced 
concrete beams.  
2.2 tud ies on U H S-FRC 
aaman, 2003 ) has comprehended h i s  research to  engineer a new type of steel 
fiber to achieve the opt imum propert ies for reinforcing the cement composi tes. The 
fibers are engineered to ach ieve optimal propert ies in terms of shape, size, and 
mechanical propeliies. a v e l l  as compat ibi l i ty with a given matrix .  They are ident i fied 
as torex fibers. These new fibers wi l l  i ncrease the use of high perfonnance fiber 
reinforced cement composites in structural appl ications. The author studied the effect 
of various shape of steel fiber such as hooked, smooth and torex (the engineered new 
type of fiber) on high performance and ul tra-high performance concrete. Torex shows 
better perfonnance in compari son to other steel fibers. The study conc luded that 
increasing the lateral surface area with the same cross section wi l l  i ncrease the bond 
strength in  the fiber as a resul t  increasing its effectiveness. Another concl usion from 
the study was twist ing the fiber wi l l  increase bonding strength since i t  wi l l  increase the 
later surface area. 
(Thomas & Ramaswamy, 2007) have studied the mechanical properties of steel 
fiber-reinforced concrete. The study presented the resul ts from an experimental 
program and analyt i ca l  results on the influence of addit ion of fibers on mechanical 
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propert ie of concrete. The mechanical properties studied were cube and cyl i nder 
compressi e trenglh, spl i t  tens i le  strength, modulus of rupture and post cracking 
performance, modulu of  ela t ic i ty, Poi son ' ratio, and strain corresponding to peak 
compres ive tre s. The grade of concrete adopted were 38 MPa, 65 M Pa and 85 M Pa 
and th volume fract ion or  the fiber ''I = 0.0, 0 . 5 ,  l .0, and l . 5%. The test results were 
ompared with analytical results and v ere found to be convinc ing with data reported 
in the l i t  mture. The study revealed that the fiber matrix interaction play a vital role in  
improvement of mechanical properties caused b the introduction of fibers. 
(E I -Dieb. 2009) studied the mechanical propert ies, durabi l i ty and mlcro-
tructural characterist ics of UH -FR -sec using local materia ls from the Gulf region . 
Th concrete characterist ics that were tudied are compressive strength and spl i t t ing 
tensi le  strength . Also, How-abi l ity of concrete was tested to assure the workabi l ity of 
concrete after the addi t ion of SF using slump flow test. For the durabi l ity, the rapid 
chloride permeab i l i ty test, concrete electrical resist ivity, and bulk d iffusion test was 
carried out to assess the durabi l i ty of the UHS-FR-See. The results of this study 
howed the possibi l i ty and the feasibi l ity of produc ing UHS-FR-See.  The results also 
showed an increase in  the mechanical properties of the concrete especia l ly  the spl i t t ing 
tensi l e  strength . The resul ts of the concrete electrical resist ivity test shows that the total 
electrical charge passing through concrete and the electrical conductivity of the 
concrete i s  i ncreased but sti l l  low to assure a good protection to reinforcement .  The 
addit ion of steel fiber d id not make any significant change in bulk chloride d iffusion 
and water sorptivity. 
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2.3 t ud ie of hear behavior of F RC beam 
( emkumar. 2002 ) tudied the direct shear test of fiber-reinforced concrete . 
[,,\ 0 50  mm-long steel fiber , one with flattened ends and a c ircular cross section and 
the oth r with a crimped geometry and a cr scent cros section, were investigated at 
Jiber volume [ra tions ar ing between 0 and 2%. Direct comparison was made with 
o xural toughne s detem1 ined a per the STM C 1 0 1 8  procedure. It was found that 
both fibers provided signi ficant impro ements in shear strength as wel l  as shear 
toughne _ and these impro ements " ere gr ater at h igher fiber dosage rates. Between 
the two fibers, the tiber "vi th Oattened ends was seen to be more effective than the one 
"" j th crimped geometry. For the flattened-end fiber, an almost l inear i ncrease in the 
hear strength was noted with an increase in the fiber volume fraction. For the fiber 
with crimped geometry, on the other hand. shear strength approached a plateau alue 
beyond which no increases i n  shear strength cculTed with an i ncrease in the fiber 
volume fraction. Whi le plain concrete fai led at a low equivalent shear strain of 0.4%, 
fiber-reinforced concrete supported as h igh as 1 0% strain in shear. When the shear 
toughne s of steel fiber-re inforced concrete was compared with i ts flexural toughness, 
there appeared to be a d i rect cOlTelation. However, given the subjectivity of this type 
of comparison and the l imi ted data generated in this study, much further research is 
needed to ful ly  understand and establ i sh this cOlTe lation. 
( Kwak, Eberhard, Kim & Kim, 2002) conducted experimental and analytical 
i nvesti gations on the effec t  of steel fiber on shear strength of reinforced concrete . 
Twelve tests were performed on reinforced concrete beams in  this study. The variables 
considered were steel fiber vol ume (0%, 0 . 5%, and 0.75%), shear span to depth ratio 
(2 ,  3 ,  and 4)  and concrete compressive strength ( 3 1 ,  65 MPa) .  The results showed that 
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a the fiber content increased. the ul t imate hear force and deflection capacity 
increased. The inc lusion of teel fiber changed the mode of fai lure. For the beam with 
the lov .. er aid rat io of 2, the addit ion of steel fiber changed the mode of fai lure to a 
du t i le  mult i -cracked shear-He ure or fle ure mode of fai l ure . hear strength gain in  
the rang ( 69 to 80% ) was noticed for these beam . On other hand, for h igher values 
of hear pan to depth ratio (aid = 3 ,  4) ,  the increase in strength was relatively low 
( 22°'0 to "\ 8°'0) ince these beams fai led in  flexure. I ncreasing the concrete compressive 
lrenglh from 3 1  to 65 M Pa resulted in an average increase in shear strength in the 
range of (22  to 26% ) .  The analytical i nvest igation was to assess and to develop new 
equation. Result of the four beams which fai led i n  shear or a combination of shear 
and t1exure were considered in the analytical i nvestigation. The analytical study 
included also results from 1 39 tests repOlied in the l i terature. Variables of the 
analytical i nvestigation inc luded shear span to depth ratio (aid = 1 to 5 ), concrete 
compres ive strength (j'c = 2 1  to 1 1 2 M Pa),  flexural reinforcement rat io (p = 1 . 1  to 
5 .7 ) .  steel fiber volume fract ion (V( =  0.22 to 2%) and beam depth (d = 1 02 to 570 mm).  
I t  was concluded that the equation proposed by Narayanan and Darwish ( 1 987)  and 
the equation developed in th is  study were the most accurate equations used to estimate 
the shear strength of steel fiber reinforced concrete ( S FRC) beams. 
( Dinh, Parra-Montesinos, & Wight 20 1 0) i nvest igated the shear behavior of 
SFRC beams.  The study examined whether steel fibers can be used instead of shear 
reinforcement i n  beams.  Twenty e ight beams were constructed and tested. A l l  beams 
had a shear span to depth ratio of aid = 3 . 5  and concrete compressive strength oflc = 
4 1  M Pa. Test parameters included type of fibers, fiber vol ume fraction, longitudinal 
reinforcement ratio, and beam depth. Three types of fibers were used. F iber type 1 was 
1 1  
30  mm I ng. \.\ ith an a pect ratio o f  5 5  and a tensi le  strength o f  1 1 00 M Pa. Fiber type 
:2 \\ a 60 mm long. with an a pect ratio of 80 and a ten i le strength of 1 1 00 M Pa. Fiber 
t} pe .., was 30  mm long. with an aspect ratio of 80 and a tensi le strength of 2300 M Pa. 
Cor the fiber \ ol ume fraction, three olume fractions were used (0 .75 .  1 .0, and 1 . 5%). 
Thr e le\ els of longitudinal reinforcement ratios were used ( 1 .6, 2 .0, and 2 . 7%).  The 
b am depth was ei ther 455  mm 685 mm. The results showed that RC beams without 
teel fiber or transver e reinforcement fai led suddenly in brittle  manure due to 
formation of one diagonal crack (d iagonal tension fai l ure) .  For RC beams with 
transver e reinforcement. the fai l ure mode observed was sti l l  brittle (diagonal tension) 
although ome enhancement was noticed regarding the crack pattem. For SFRC, the 
fai l ure mode was usuall  a combinat ion of shear tension and shear compression, or a 
combination of hear tension and d iagonal tension, or a combination of shear 
compression and d iagonal tension. A lthough the fai lure was somehow sudden for the 
FRC beams. m ult iple diagonal cracks were observed . Moreover, the test results 
showed that the use of steel fiber increased the shear strength. The shear strength gain 
was signi ficant when the steel fiber volume fraction was 0. 75%. The increase in  the 
hear strength was i nsigni ficant when the volume fraction of the steel fiber was greater 
than 1 %. The SFRC with type 2 ( 60 mm long) exhibited a higher shear strength gain 
relative to that exhibited by other SFRC beams. Because fibers of type 2 are longer 
than the other types of fibers, they reduced concrete workabi l ity which resul ted in  
congest ion of  fibers in  the mix .  The shear strength of the SFRC beams was high 
enough to replace the minimum requirement of AC I code for shear reinforcement .  I n  
addition, the study suggested some recommendat ions for possible inclusion i n  the AC I 
code 3 1 8-08 and to whether accept the steel fiber as shear resistance. 
( Yakoub, 20 1 1 )  modi fied 
1 2  
A 23 .3-04 and modi fied Bazant and Kim 
equation to better predict the hear strength of FRC beams. The study in estigated 
the ac urac and the abi l ity of five other equations from the l i terature to predict the 
hear trength of FR beam . In  order to accompl ish this task, the stud analyzes 2 1 8  
FRC beam \\ i th n st irrup and 72 reinforced concrete beams \ ith ti rrups and no 
steel fiber . The ariable were longitudinal reinforcement rat io (P ), concrete 
compressive strength (j'c) , steel fiber olume fraction (11)' steel tiber aspect ratio 
( L, Dr), steel fiber ge metry (the teel fiber geometr inc luded hooked. crimped, 
round . . .  etc . )  and shear span to depth rat io (a d). The analysis showed that as the 
longitudinal reinfor ement rat io (P),  concrete compressive strength ifc ), steel fiber 
a pect ratio (LID;) and steel fiber vo lume  fraction (VI) increased the SFRC beam shear 
trength i ncreased. The shear trength increased as the shear span to depth rat io (aid) 
d crea ed .  Moreover, the author developed a new factor cal led "absolute reduction 
factor" . This factor was used to compare between the considered equations. Among a l l  
the considered seven quations, the two equations developed by the author were the 
most accurate ones. Also, the mod ified CSA A23 .3 -04 equation considered the strain 
effect for short beam in  SFRC beams .  Results of SFRC beam with crimped fiber were 
more efficient than those of the beam with hooked fibers. This was attributed to the 
possibi l ity of hooked fiber to form bal l s  in the mix  (especia l ly  for high percentage of 
volume fraction Vr) which could reduce the shear strength . 
(Aoude, Belghi t i ,  Cook, & M itche l l ,  20 1 2 ) conducted an experiment to study 
the shear behavior of SFRC beams. The experiment included n ine fu l l  scale beams. 
The beams were divided into three series. Two series inc luded different beam sizes to 
examine the size effect on the shear strength of SFRC beam.  Beams of the third series 
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In I uded teel fiber and t i rrup . The t e  t r e  ults showed that the addition of steel 
fiber in the concrete mix increa ed the sh ar strength of FRC beams. The beam \ ith 
the smal ler size ( erie ) required fewer amounts of steel fibers (about ] %) to change 
the mode of fai l ure from brittle hear fai lure to a duct i le  flexural fai l ure . For the larger 
pecimen ( erie B), th i amount \ as not enough to change the mode of fai l ure from 
bri tt le hear fai lure  to a duct i le He ural fai l ure.  For the beams with web 
reinforcements. the inclu ion of the steel fibers did not result in an i ncrease in the shear 
capacity but ther wa an improvement in post-peak response and duct i l i ty. The use of 
teel fiber enhanced the crack distribution and reduced crack width which provided 
ome 'V aming before fai lu re. Besides, the study provides a solution to predict the shear 
trength in SFRC beams. An analytical solution for shear strength prediction of SFRC 
beanls was also proposed in  this study. A compari son with equations published in  the 
l i terature was conducted. 
(Cucchiara, Mendola, & Papia, 2004) investigated the experimental and 
analytical impact of steel fibers and stirrups on shear response. Sixteen beams were 
prepared and divided i n  two series. Series A for aid = 2 . 8  and series B for aid = 2.0 .  
the other variables i n  th is  study were volume fraction of steel fibers and stirrups 
spac ing. The volume fraction of steel fibers has three levels (0%, for 1 % and for 2%). 
The stirrups has a lso three levels ( no stirrups, s = 200 mm ,  S = 600 mm) .  The results 
showed that the concrete compressive test for plain concrete or fiber reinforced 
concrete were very s imi lar to each other up to maximwn stress (peak stress ) but in the 
post peak region the behavior is very d ifferent and shows a moderate fal l  (more ducti le 
behavior) i n  fiber reinforced concrete and dramatic fal l  i n  plain concrete. Also, the 
results from the spl it t ing test showed a significant i ncrease in the maximum shear force 
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as the fiber content increa e. The te ts on beams showed that the beam effect gov rns 
the series and the arch act ion governs the B series. The beams in B series showed 
more bri tt le behavior than beam in A eries. The inclusion of steel fibers has greater 
impact on the erie (s lender beams) than on B series (deep beam) .  For beams with 
no steel fibers r stirrup or with 10\ Ie e ls  of steel fiber or stirrups, the crack pattern 
how that one major crack (diagonal crack) was the reason for the beam fai lure. For 
beam \ ith steel fiber or t iiTUpS, the crack pattern shows that many cracks were there 
and pr gre ively increa ed in number and width as the shear force increased. The 
inc lu ion of steel tlbers or stirrups or both can change the fai l ure mode from britt le to 
a more ducti le one but the steel fiber effect on series A was greater than that on series 
B. The stirrups ruptures in A series and B series when spacing was 200 mm. When 
steel fibers and st irrups where used together the stirrups did not rupture. Equations 
from the l iteratur were used to calculate the shear strength of fiber reinforced 
concrete. 
( Lim & Oh, 1 999) studied the mechanical behavior of reinforced concrete 
beams that contains fiber reinforcement under shear and the potential use of them as 
shear reinforcement. ine beams were constructed and tested for this study . the test 
variables are the volume fraction of steel fibers and the amount of shear stimlps. The 
results showed that the compressive strength, flexural strength and spl itt ing strength 
increased by 2 5%, 55% and more than 1 00% respectively when steel fiber vol ume 
rat io was 2%. The shear cracks i n  beams with no stirrups or steel fiber appeared with 
ery low shear force values. A lso, the fai lu re of these beams where very rapid and 
sudden type of fai l ure. The beams with steel fibers showed h igher shear stresses and 
more duct i l i ty .  the beams with 50% sti rrups and 1 % steel fiber contents exhibited a 
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nco  ural fai l ure \ h ich could be the turning point to  change the mode of fai l ure from 
hear to De. ural one. The hear force-deflection curve of test beams shows a l inear 
behu\ ior unti l the format ion of the first crack .  And after that the beha ior of the beams 
was nonlinear. The ult imate trength of beams with 1 % steel fibers content increased 
igni ficant ly  comparing \\ ith beams that has no steel fibers. The ul t imate strength of 
beams with tee! fiber and ti rrups increased but not as sign ificant as beams with steel 
fibers onl  . The cracking hear strength increased sign ificantly  with the addit ion of 
tc-el fiber . Th study pro po ed an analytical method to calculate the shear strength of 
reinforced concrete with steel fibers. 
( antos, Barra , & Lourenyo, 2008)  studied the effect of fibers in high strength 
reinforced concrete to increase their shear strength .  The study inc luded 24 slab strips. 
The s lab strips is ( 800 x 1 70 x 1 50 mm\ The ariables in this study were concrete 
compres ive strength ( 50. 70) and steel fibers dosage (0 ,  60 and 75 k g/m3 ) .  For each 
combination of these variables, 4 slab strips were cast, two with longitudinal 
reinforcement and two without longitudinal reinforcement. The test results showed 
that the steel fiber increased the serviceabi l i ty l i mi t  state by a range of 43% and up to 
72%. and maximum shear force calTying capac ity by a range of 80% and up to 1 1 8%. 
The results showed that in the post cracking stage the SFRC showed increased in 
ducti l i ty and h igher shear force calTying capaci ty .  The equation proposed by RI LEM 
TC 1 62 -TDF commi ttee was also used to show the i ncrease i n  shear capacity in  SFRC. 
(Furlan & Hanai,  1 997 )  studied the effect of fiber on reinforced concrete 
beams. The experiment included fourteen beams tested the shear response of these 
beams. The variables in this study were the fiber volume ratio and whether the steel 
st i lTUPS are used or not. A l l  the concrete m ixes used were identical except fiber volume 
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rati even mL e were prepar d for the fourteen beams. Each mix was used in  two 
beams. Th di fference between the two beams that one has stilTups and the other one 
did not have sti rrup . hear span to depth rat io was 3 . 5  for a l l  the spec imens. lthough 
the fi ber de rea cd the workabi I i ty f the fresh con rete, a smal l  increase in the tens i le 
trcngth of the con ret and in  the modulu of elast ic i ty was noted i n  the hardened 
con rete due 10 this addit ion f fibers. The shear strength was increased for al J 
spec imen that had tibers 'V i th in them. The increase in  shear strength was between 
7. � o'o to 1 70 0 for the beams v i th st irrups and fibers. The increase in  shear strength was 
much mor signi ficant for the beams without st irrups. For those beams the increase in 
hear strength \\ as between 9% to 3 7%. The addition of fibers increased the cracking 
contro l .  The crack patterns at the end of the test ing were more i ntense for al l  the beams. 
The rack patterns at the end of the test for the beam with 2% steel fiber and without 
sti rrup were im i lar to the beams with stirrups and without the addition of fibers. The 
addit ion of fibers in the beams i ncreased its ducti l i ty .  The i ncrease in duct i l i ty was 
major for beam with 2% steel fiber and without ti rrups. The incl usion of fibers 
increa ed the st iffness and reduces the deflection for al l beams with fibers. The beams 
\\i th tiber showed that max im um stirrups stress was less compared to the beams 
without stirrups. Also, it showed that sti rrups contribution to the shear resi stance was 
delayed due to the i nc lusion of  fiber i n  the beams ( the stress i n  the stirrups started at a 
very high shear force value i n  comparison to the beams wi thout fibers) .  
( Jua'rez, Valdez, Dura'n, & Sobolev, 2007)  studied the shear fai lure of fiber 
reinforced concrete beams with the inc lusion of st irrups. The study included 1 6  beams.  
The beams cross section i s  ( l 50x250) mm2 and the length of the beams i s  2000 mm .  
The variables were the concrete compressive strength (Group A = 36 .7  MPa and Group 
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B = 1 8 .9  M Pa)  and teel fiber ratio (0%, 0 .5%, 1 . 0% and 1 . 5%) .Tv.o identical beams 
were casted for each combination in order to confi rm the results of the experiment. 
The re ul t  sho\.\ ed that the inc lu ion of steel fibers incr a ed the energy absorption, 
du t i l i ty and shear trength of bean1s .  The i nclusion of steel fiber affects the shear 
strength main l y  b increasing the fi rst crack shear strength .  The shear strength of FRC 
increased by 54% for beams in  group B with 1 . 5% steel fiber volume ratio, and 
increa ed b 1 2°'0 Cor beams i n  group with 1 . 5% steel fiber olume rat io comparing 
to the control beams. The i ncr ase in shear strength of FRC for group B and group A 
in compari on with C I -3 1 8  code was 1 7% and 30% respect ively although the 
strength reduction factor was not consider in these calculations. Also, the number of 
cracks in  beams with steel fibers increased, hence it was very clear that the width of 
the diagonal c racks were reduced when steel fibers where used. 
( Mutsuyoshi & lanaka Perera, 20 1 3 ) study the shear response of reinforced 
high strength concrete (fc > 1 00 M Pa)  wi thout web reinforcement. Twelve beams were 
constructed for the study. The variables in this study were fe, aid and concrete 
addi tives. The results showed that the shear force dropped s l ight ly when the flexural 
cracks appeared and then continue to rise. The shear force dropped significantly when 
the first diagonal crack fOlmed but a lso the shear force rose again after that . The shear 
force also dropped moderately afterwards when other diagonal cracks formed. But the 
shear force kept i ncreasing t i l l  the beam fai led in shear compression when the diagonal 
cracks widened and the concrete crushed in the compression zone. The results also 
showed that the i ncrease of concrete compressive strength decreased the shear 
resistance of aggregate i nterlock. The i ncrease of concrete compressive strength from 
36 MPa to 1 1 4 M Pa increased the d iagonal cracking shear strength of only 1 1  %. The 
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nom1al ized hear trength ( T'c/j;) was used to compare the shear trength of d ifferent 
concrete compressi trength. It was found out that the concrete compre sive trength 
i im er e ly pr portional to the normal ized shear strength and direct ly proportional to 
the brittlen inde . .  
( f i nel l i  & Pl izzari , 20 1 3 ) studied the effect of steel fiber on shear behavior of 
large cale beam . ighteen beam were tested for this study. Concrete strength, fiber 
\ olume ratio, fiber t pe and mixture of di fferent steel fibers are the variable used to 
te t the effectivenes of teel fiber as shear reinforcement . The experiment was divided 
into i. eries. eries from ( 1  to 4) had the same size (4450 x 200 x 480) rnm3 and 
reinforcement rat io ( 1 .04%). Series from ( 1  to 4) consisted of eleven beams. The 
variable in t hese beams were the concrete strength and the types of steel fiber and the 
teel fiber volume ratio .  For series five, 3 beams were cast . The beam size was ( 2400 
x 200 x 500) rnm3 and the reinforcement ratio was (0 .99%) for thi s  series was d i fferent 
than the four previous series. The variable in this series were the types of steel fiber 
and the steel fiber olume rat io .  The last series consi sted of 3 beams. The beam size is  
(4600 x 200 x 1 000) mm3 and the rei nforcement rat io i s  ( 1 .03%) for this series. The 
variable in th is  series were the concrete strength and the types of steel fiber and the 
steel fiber volume ratio .  The shear span to depth rat io was the same for a l l  six series 
which is 2 . 5 .  For the first three series (a l l  normal strength concrete (NSC» , the smal l  
addit ion of fiber i ncreased the  shear force calTying capacity by a t  least twice that of  
the reference beams. The deflection and the  sti ffness i ncreased s ign ificant ly for the 
same amount of steel fiber. The shear force at which the crack ini t iated was much 
higher for the FRC than that of the reference beam. Also,  the maximum shear crack 
width for FRC beams was about ten t imes larger than that of the reference beam. For 
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cne 4 ( H igh trength C ncrete ( H  )) ,  the addition o f  fiber increased the hear 
f ree carr ing capac ity by at least 70% comparing to the reference beams. The shear 
for c carrying capacity for those beams was almost equal to the ful l  flexural capacity 
of the beam. J 0, there wa a huge increas in  the mid-span deflection compared to 
the reference beam . The crack configuration for H -FRC consist of a number of 
minor diagonal crack and not one major diagonal crack.  Also, the shear force at which 
the crack in i tiated was higher [or the FRC than that of the reference beam. Also, the 
maximum hear crack \\ idth for H SC-FRC beams was about ten t imes larger than that 
of the reference beam. eries 5 and 6 showed simi lar results to the previous series even 
that the e eries contained large-scale beams. Two models were used in this study to 
evaluate the effect of steel fiber on shear strength of fiber reinforced concrete . Both 
models  u ed gave a reasonable estimate to the shear strength .  
oghabai ,  200 1 ) has investigated the possibi l ity of using Steel fibers as  shear 
reinforcement i n  high strength concrete beams. A test was conducted for twenty bean1s 
of d ifferent dimensions with diverse types of shear reinforcement . The study 
concluded that the steel fiber with volume rat io of 1 % could replace regular shear 
reinforcement ( i .e .  st i rrups) and achieve the same shear capac ity for beam with 
relatively  smal l  size (effective depth = 200 mm) 
(Voo, Poon, & Foster, 20 1 0) study was one of the  fewest studies that studied 
the effect of SF on shear strength of u ltra-h igh performance fiber reinforced concrete 
beams. This art ic le  reports the outcome of a testing program on u ltra-high performance 
steel fiber reinforced concrete members. E ight  pre-stressed concrete beams were tested 
in  shear with the test parameters being the (aid) and the SF volume ratio and type of 
SF .  The fmding of the tests, together with addit ional tests found in the l i terature, are 
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\-\ cigh again t the number derived from the P M-VEM model to establ ish the shear 
trength of steel fiber reinforced concrete beams.  A good correlation is detected with 
a mean model to experimental lrength rat io of 0.92 and coefficient of variat ion of 
0. 1 2 . 
2.3. 1 Re earch  Sign ifica nce 
Many papers tudied the effect of F on nom1al and high strength concrete but 
vel) few paper tudied thi effect on u l tra-high strength concrete . To ful l y  
comprehend the complex behavior of shear in  UH C, the present research work 
stud ied the dIect of F \- i th various volume ratios. The research work also considers 
the d ifferent behavior between slender beam and deep beam i n  regard to mode of 
fai l ure and cracking patterns. The results of the tests compared the beam with stirrups 
with the beams with F and discussed the possibi l i t ies of using SF as a replacement of 
shear reinforcements. 
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C hapter 3 :  E x perimentaJ Program 
3. 1 I n trodu ction 
The aim of the tudy i to examine the effect of different steel fiber volume 
rati v, jth d if� rent concrete compressive strength on the shear beha ior of beams with 
di fferent hear span t effective d pth rat io .  However, beam S ize, fiber type and 
longitud inal  reinforcement rat io were le ft unchanged. 
Experim ntal program of the present work con i sts of Thirty tests on fifteen 
reinforced concrete beam . The i nvestigated parameters are the compressive strength 
or concrete, the steel fiber vol ume rat io, and the shear span to depth ratio (a/d). 
The detai l s  of the e peri mental program, test specimens description, material 
propeliie . deta i l  of rein forcements, trial concrete mixes, and fabrication process are 
provided in this chapter. 
3.2 Test Program 
test matrix was developed to study the effect of using different steel fiber 
volume ratio with d ifferent concrete compressive strength on the shear behavior of 
beams wi th d ifferent shear span to depth ratio .  The test matrix was divided i nto three 
groups based on the concrete compressive strength .  The test matri x is shown i n  
Table  3 . 1 .  
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Group Beam Type VI Name 
0.0% 28-VFO- t 
0 .0% 28-VFO 
lender 0.4% S28-VF l ( a/d = 3 . 3 )  
0 .8% S28-VF2 
A 1 .2% S28-VF3 
(j', = 28 1 Pa )  0 .0% D28-VFO-St 
0 .0% D28-VFO 
Deep 0.4% D28-VF l  (aid = 2 .2 )  
0 .8% D28-VF2 
1 .2% D28-V F3 
0.0% S60-VFO-St 
0 .0% S60-VFO 
S lender 0 .4% S60-VF l  (a d =  3 . 3 )  
0 .8% S60-VF2 
B 1 .2% S60-VF3 
(j', = 60 M Pa)  0 .0% D60-VFO-St 
0 .0% D60-VFO 
Deep 0.4% D60-VF l  ( aid = 2 .2 )  
0 .8% D60-VF2 
1 .2% D60-VF3 
0 .0% S 1 00-VFO-St 
0 .0% S I 00-VFO 
Slender 0.4% S l OO-V F l  
C (aid = 3 . 3 )  
(j'c = 1 00 M Pa) 0 .8% S l OO-VF2 
1 . 2% S 1 00-V F3 
Deep 0.0% D I OO-VFO 
( aid = 2 .2 )  0.4% D I OO-V F l  
Table 3 . 1 :  Test matrix 
V here : 
• = slender beam 
• 0 = deep beam 
• f, = concrete compres ive strength ( M Pa)  
• ''! =  teel fIber volume rat io 
• Y FO = no teel fiber in the mix 
• VF l = steel fiber volume rat io in  the concrete mix = 0.4% 
• F2 = steel fiber volume ratio in the concrete mix = 0.8% 
• VF3 = steel fiber olume rat io in  the concrete mix = 1 .2% 
3.2 . 1  G ro u p  A 
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Group consisted of ten te ts on five beams.  Concrete compressive strength 
for this group was 28 M Pa.  The RC beam was designed in such a way that it wi l l  act 
as two specimens. The beam tested from one end as a deep beam, and then tested as a 
s lender beam from the other end as shown in  the spec imen detai ls .  Three d ifferent level 
of steel fibers volume were used in this group (0 .4%. 0 . 8%. and 1 .2%). The beam that 
has 0% of steel fi bers is considered to be the control beam. Also, a control bean1 with 
transYerse rei nforcement ( i .e .  stinups ) was tested to compare the resul ts  with the 
beams that had only steel fi bers. 
3.2.2 G roup  B 
Group B consisted of ten tests on five beams. Concrete compressive strength 
for this group was 60 M Pa. The RC beam was designed in such a way that it wi l l  act 
as two specimens. The beam tested from one end as a deep beam, and then tested as a 
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l '  m from the other end as h 'vvn i n  the spec im n detai ls .  Three d i fferent 
h:'el fib r volume were us d in this group (0 .4%. 0 .8%, and 1 .2%) .The beam 
( ,° 0  of steel fiber i consid red to be the c ntrol beam. Also, a control beam 
L nS'ver e reinforcement ( i .e .  ti rrup ) wa t e  ted to  compare the resu lts with the 
hnt had onl steel fib r . 
, ro u p  C 
J roup C consi ted of ten tests on fi e beams. oncrete compressive strength 
(Oup \\'a 1 00 I Pa. The RC beam was designed in  such a wa that it wi l l  act 
a� 'cc imens. The beam test d from one end as a deep beam, and then tested as a 
sle l'an1 from the other end as shown in  the specimen detai ls .  Three d ifferent 
ie'vl. steel tibers olume were used i n  this group (0 .4%, 0 .8%, and 1 . 2%). The 
ben 1 has 0% of stee l tiber is considered to be the control beam. Also,  a control 
be:lI ' th transverse reinforcement ( i . e .  stirrups) was tested to compare the results 
witl "learns that had only steel fibers. 
3.3 , r imen Deta ils 
rhe test specimen was reinforced concrete beam with three meter long (L = 
300 em), the total height (h)  i s  22 cm and the width (b)  is 1 2  cm. The effect ive depth 
of the beam d = 1 7 . 8  cm. Concrete cover was 1 cm.  
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3.3. 1 ' teel Deta i l  
3.3. 1 . 1  T e  t pec imen without  t i rr u p  
The beams \\ re designed t o  fai l  due to hear fai lure prior to the fi e  ural fai l ure. 
Four bar J o. 20 \vere u ed as bottom main steel to resist the moment produced from 
the hear force .  The bott m teel bars were hooked upwards behind the support and 
enc lo ed by two t i rrup o. 1 0  to prevent anchorage fai l ure. The top steel was 2 bars 
o. �O. Th h ar r inforcem nt out ide the test regions was No. 8 with a spacing S = 
1 0  em to as ure that the hear fai l ure wi l l  not occur outside the test region . Figure 3 . 1  
show deta i ls  o f  test pecimen \. ithout sti rrups for slender beams. Figure 3 .2 shows 
deta i ls  of test spec imen without sti rrups for deep beams. 
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Figure 3 . 1 : Test specimen without st i lTUps for slender beams. 
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Figure 3 .2 :  Te t specimen without st irrups for deep beams. 
3.3. 1 .2 Test speci mens  w ith  t i n'u ps 
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The beams were designed to fai l  due to shear fai lure prior to the flexural fai l ure . 
Four bars 0 . 20 were used as bottom main steel to resist the moment produced from 
the shear force .  The top steel was 2 bars No. 20. The shear reinforcement outside the 
test regions was o. 8 with a spacing S = 1 0  em to assure that the shear fai lure wi l l  not 
occur outside the test regIOn . These beams i nc lude transverse reinforcement ( i .e .  
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·t i rrups) in  the te t region. The ti rrup used \. ere o. 6 \.vi th spacing 1 0  cm as shown 
in  Figure 3 .4 and Figure 3 . 3 .  
Test region for slender 
beam 
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l ---r 
t-- 1 20 
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Test region for deep 
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f:::t::i:::=11 1 t=+=1 I t==t==1 I �I 1 �I I �I I :;::::::t=1 I :;::=t=1 I +=+=1 1 :;::=t=1 I +=+=1 I ::;:::=::t:=1 I ::;:::=::t:=1 I +=+=1 I :t==t=H1 I II 
.... 
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r--- 500 -
Figure 3 .4 :  Test specimen wi th stirrups for slender beams 
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F igure 3 . 3 :  Test spec imen with stin-ups for deep beams 
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I n  Gauge Deta i l  
l cctrical re 1 tance train gauges ( . G . \ ere bonded to the tensi le steel 
1l1cnt under th appl ied shear force, to the tensi le steel reinforcement at the 
pan and to the compres ive steel reinfor ement under the appl ied shear 
a l l  tested beams. Figure 3 . 5  show the strain gauges locations for beams 
�l l mlp . 
I de ignation in  Figme 3 . 5  shows the exact locations of strain gauge and is 
I .1'> below: 
r) 
deep beam test region: 
1 <;train gauge wi l l  be placed at one bar in  the extreme tension fiber. ( under 
hear force )  
for slender 
beam 
.� 
__ 
�_D�1 
__________________ 1 800 __________________ 
�2_00_�� 
Test region for deep 
beam 
1------------- 1 600 ------------��- \--t--t-� 100 
19ure 3 . 5 :  Strain gauge locations for slender and deep beanls without st i rrups 
respect ive ly 
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B) 1 train gauge \\ i l l  be placed at on bar in  the extrem tension fiber. (mid­
hear span ) 
1 train gaug wi l l  be placed at on bar in the e, tr m compre ion fiber. 
( under hear � rce )  
• For I nder beam test region: 
D)  1 stmin gauge wi l l  be placed at one bar in the extreme tension fiber. (under 
shear force ) 
E )  1 train gauge \ i l l  be placed at one bar in  the extreme tension fiber. (mid­
shear pan) 
F )  1 train gauge wi l l  be placed at one bar i n  the extreme compression fiber. 
(under shear force ) 
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Figure 3 .6 h w the gauge location for beam with stirrups. The designation 
in  igure 3 .6  show the exact 10  ation of train gauge and is explained as  below: 
• For deep beam test region : 
D) 3 train gauges wi l l  be placed at three st irrup in the middle of the shear 
pan. 
Test region (or Slender 
beam 
,...-----/7'-( 700 ------,t----i 
" �----------- 1 600 -------------�-+-
@ 
F igure 3 .6 :  train Gauge locations for slender and deep beams with stirrups 
respectively .  
• For s lender beam test region :  
H) 3 strain gauges wi l l  be placed at  three St llTUPS i n  the m iddle of the shear 
span. 
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Figure "' . 7  ho\\ teel cage \\ it ll train gauge fi,ed to the reinforc ing tee \ .  
Fi cd  'train gauge \\ ere owr d \\ ith lectrical pia t ic tape to protect the gauge [rom 
being damaged during c ncrete cn t ing. 
Figure 3 . 7 :  teel cages after instal l i ng the ten i l e  strain cages. 
I o. electrical re i tance strain gauge were used to measure the diagonal 
compre i \'e strain i n  concrete in  the te t region. The strain gauge was bonded to the 
beam at point (A )  ho",n in F igure 3 . 8  for deep beam and Figure 3 .9  for slender beam. 
The train gauge wa fixed paral lel to the da hed l i ne .  The dashed l i ne is connecting 
the appl ied hear force to the reaction for the ca e of the deep beam, \vhi le for the 
slender beam the dashed l i ne i 45° and passing through the shear mid-span point .  A 
c l ip  gauge is used to mea ure the hear crack width that passed paral le l  to da hed l i nes. 
The c l ip  gauge was p laced to the beam at point (A )  shown in  Figure 3 . 8  for deep beam 
and Figure 3 . 9  for slender beam. The c l ip  gauge was placed perpendicular to the dashed 
l i ne. 
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I 
220 
L---- ---------ICr---------------------------------+--+---.� � 
-,-
220 
-------- 1600 ------- -
Figure 3 . 8 :  C ncrete trai n gauge location for deep beam 
_t _ L,--���--------------------_,.----� R 
---�---------- 1BOO --------� 
Figure 3 .9 :  Concrete strain gauge location for slender beam 
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3.3.3 Te t ing Deta i l  
R beam \\ ere de igned to haw 2 te t r glOn and th re for each beam act as 
, pec lmen . Each beam \\ a te t d t\\ ice. onc a lender beam and once a deep 
beam. F i g ure 3 . 10 -how the d imen ion for te ling the beam as s lender beam " here 
[ ( a  d) = ( 60/ 1 0 )  = 3 .� "' ] .  F igure "' . 1 1 how the d im n ion for te t ing the beam a 
deep beam \\ here [ (a d) = (40/ 1 80 ) = 2 . 2 2 ] .  
Test region for slender 
beam 
1- 600 -- -f-I -· -------- 1 800 ---------1 
Figure 3 . 1 0 : Te t Deta i l  for lender beam ( a  d=  3 . 3 )  
Test region for deep 
beam 
Uf-I.� _______ 1 600 _______ ----1_ 400 U 
Figure 3 . 1 1 :  Test Detai l for deep beam (a/d= 2 .2 )  
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3A Specimen Fab rica tion 
cCOl"d ing to the pec imen detai l that \\ ere hown in  the ear l i  r ection teel 
bar \\ re ut. bended. fabricated and fixed together to PI' duce the requ ired teel 
cage . 1 "0. F rnm rk \\ ere prepared u ing ply" ood 1 8  111m thick and the [orll1\\ orks 
dim 11 ion a mentioned in  pec i men deta i l  section as hown in F i gure 3 . 1 2 . 
F igure 3 . 1 2 : teel Cage and formwork 
Concrete "'as casted i n  the fom1s after steel cages \\'ere in tai led in ide the 
fonn a ho\\ 11 i n  Figure 3 . 1 3 . A l l  pec imen were removed from the wooden 
fonnwork after 48 hours as ShO\\11 in F igure 3 . 1 4 . The speci mens were cured for 7 
Figure 3 . 1 3 : Speci mens before removal of  formwork 
3 5  
da) . Wet he ian \\ a \Happed around the p c l Inen \\ ith pol)1hene heet in  top for 
curing purpose a ho\\ n in  Figure 3 . 1 5 . 
after removal of fonnwork 
F igure 3 . 1 5 :  Curing of spec imens 
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3.5 ' l atcria l  P ropcrt ic 
3.5. 1 tccl Re inforcemcnt 
rhe longitudinal teel rei n forc I11cnt \\a o. 20 defo1111ed bar with nominal 
) i eld strength of  � 20 1 Pa. The hear reinforcement out ide the test region was 0. 8 
\\ ith nominal ) ield trength of 520 i\ 1 Pa. The hear reinforcement u ed in the te t 
region \', as plain bar \\ ith mea ured } ield trength of  3 3 3  MPa and a diameter of 5 . 5  
mm.  
3.5.2 teel F iber  
Dramix  RC-65/35 -BN \\ ere u ed a teel fiber which are manufactured by 
Bekaert cooperat ion. teel fiber i hooked at it end as sho\', n in  F igure 3 . 1 6  and has a 
nominal ten i l e  trength of 1 1 50 /m111� . Moreovec the steel fiber has a length of 3 5  
mm and a diameter of 0 . 5 5  111m \\ hich makes the a pect ratio (L./Df ) equal s 6-+. 
Figure 3 . 1 6 : teel fiber 
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3.5.3 oncrete 
In this tudy, three mi  e \ ere u ed with cyl indrical compr ssi e str ngth of 
28 1 Pa, 60 M Pa, and 1 00 M Pa. The material used for a l l  mixes included ordinary 
P rtland cem nt (OPC. Type 1 ), J cal sand, medium cru hed tone aggregate ( 1 0  mm), 
and poJycarboxyl ic ther Type G admixture ( .P) .  The concrete mix prop [tions by 
\-\eight and perc ntag for al l mixes were a fol low : 
3.5.3. 1 G rade of 28 M Pa.  
The fol lowing table sho\: s the mix proport ions for grade 2 8  M Pa. (Table 3 . 2 )  
i l ica Coarse Dune Coarse Agg. Cement fume Sand Sand ( 1 0  m m )  Water S . P  
B) \\1 . ( kg) 388  1 2 .4 472 472 757 209 2 .0 
Rat io 1 .0 3 .2% 1 .2 1  1 .2 1  1 .95 0 .54 0 .5% 
Table 3 . 2 :  M IX ProportIOns for grade 28  MPa 
The concrete sel f-compatib i l ity was tested using s lump flow test, and Tso and 
compared to E FNARC values as shown in Table 3 . 3 .  
E FNARC 
F Volume Ratio 0 .0% 0.4% 0 .8% 1 .2% Acceptance 
Criteria 
lump Flow (mm) 790 740 700 670 600 to 800 
Tso 1 . 7 2 . 5  3 . 8  4 .9 2 to 5 
Table 3 .3 :  Grade 28  M Pa SCC tests 
3.5.3.2 G rade of 60 I Pa .  
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The fol lo\\ i og table show the mix proportions for grade 60 M Pa. (Table 3 .4)  
B) wt . (kg) 
Ratio 
i l ica Coar e Dune Coar e Agg. Cement fume and and ( 1 0 m m )  
460 20 492 492 835 
1 .0 4 .4% 1 .07 1 .07 1 . 8 1  
Table '"l .4 :  M l  Proport lOns [or grade 60 MPa 
Water . P  
1 52 8.2 
0 .33 1 . 8% 
Th concrete e l f-compat ib i l ity was tested using s lump flow test, and Tso and 
compared to E RC value as shown in  Table 3 . 5 .  I t  is important to note that 
addit ional superpla t ic izer was added to the mixes with SF .  
EFNARC 
F Volume Ratio 0 .0% 0.4% 0 .8% 1 .2% Acceptance 
Cri teria 
lump F lo\v (mm) 740 700 660 620 600 to 800 
Tso l .9 2 . 7  4 .0  4 .9  2 to  5 
Table 3 . 5 :  Grade 60 M Pa SCC tests 
3.5.3.3 G rade of 1 00 M Pa.  
The fol lowing table shows the mix  proportions for grade 1 00 M Pa. (Table 3 .6)  
S i l ica  Coarse Dune 
Coarse Agg. 
Cement fum e  Sand and ( 1 0  mm) Water S . P  
B)  \\t. ( kg) 56 1 99 470 253  927 1 52 1 6. 5  
Rat io 1 .0 1 7 .6% 0.83 0.45 1 .65 0 .27 3% 
Table 3 .6 :  M ix  ProportlOns for grade 1 00 M Pa 
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The concrete el f-compatib i l i ty a tested using sl ump flow test, and T50 a 
hown in  Table 3 .7 .  It is important to note that addit ional superplast ic izer was added 
to the mi. e 'V i th F 
F Volume Ratio 
lW11P Flo"v (mm) 
TsocIll ( ec)  
0 .0% 0.4% 0 .8% 
7 1 0  670 630 
2 .4 2 . 8  3 . 8  
Tabl 3 . 7 :  Grade 1 00 M Pa SCC tests 
EF ARC 
1 .2% Acceptance 
Cri teria 
600 600 to 800 
5 .0  2 to  5 
For grades 28 M Pa, 60 M Pa, and 1 00 M Pa, three d ifferent fiber vol ume fraction 
of steel fibers v ere used (0 .4 %, 0 .8%, and 1 .2 %). The corresponding quantity for 
these ''j are (3 1 .4, 62 .8 ,  and 94 .2)  kg per 1 m3 of concrete respectively. For each 
pecimen, two smal l  size cyl inders ( 1 00 mm x 200 rrun) were casted to measure the 
concrete compressive strength (f; ) .  Also, for each specimen another two large size 
cylinder ( 1 50 Iml1 x 300 mm) were casted to measure the indirect spl i tt ing tensi le 
strength (ft). 
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Chapter 4 :  E x perimental Re ult 
Ilduct ion 
umerou tudie c ncentrated on the impact of F on normal and high 
concrete, howe er not er many papers examined this impact on u ltra-high 
H1crete . The current � ork considered the impact of F \ i th d ifferent o lume 
n LTH C.  I so, the d i  t inct ive behavior between slender beams and deep 
\ as considered in thi study. The resul ts of the tests wi l l  contrast the beams 
ps with the beams with F and the potent ial outcomes of uti l i zing SF as a 
I l IOn  of transver e reinforcement. 
I II  ' chapter provides the resul ts of the experimental program. The test results 
1 f, r each group (as in  Table  4 . 1 )  separately, and each group is div ided to two 
Ip::' (s lender and deep) .  For each group, results of slender beams and deep 
given separately.  For s lender beams and deep beams, the results include 
lfce-deflection, shear force-diagonal tensi le  d isplacement, shear force-concrete 
I compressive strain, and the beam mode of fai l ures. The concrete compressive 
.md the concrete spl i t  strength are also shown in Table 4 . 1 .  The concrete 
l \'e strength did not change signi ficant with the addition of SF so an average 
a taken. Whi le for the concrete spl i t  strength was changed with the addit ion 
Group Beam Type VI arne 
0 .0% S28-VFO- t 
0 .0% 28-VFO 
lender 0 .4% 28-VF l (a d = 3 . 3 )  
0 .8% S28-VF2 
A 1 . 2% S28-VF3 
(t, = 28  M Pa)  0 .0% D28-VFO-St 
0 .0% D28-VFO 
Deep 0,4% D28-VF l (a d =  2 .2 )  
0 . 8% D28-VF2 
1 .2% D28-VF3 
0 .0% S60-VFO-St 
0 .0% S60-VFO 
lender 0 ,4% 60-VF l  (a d =  3 . 3 )  
0 . 8% S60-VF2 
B 1 .2% S60-VF3 
(f'c = 60 M Pa) 0 .0% D60-VFO-St 
0 .0% D60-VFO 
Deep 0 ,4% D60-VF 1  (aId = 2 .2 )  
0 . 8% D60-VF2 
1 .2% D60-VF3 
0 .0% S 1 00-VFO-St 
0 .0% S I OO-VFO 
S lender 0.4% S 1 OO-VF l 
C (a d = 3 . 3 )  S l OO-VF2 0 . 8% (f'c = 1 00 MPa) 
1 .2% S l OO-VF3 
Deep 0 .0% D I OO-VFO 
(aid = 2 .2 )  0 .4% D I OO-V F l  
Table  4 . 1 :  Test matlix 
It ( M Pa) 
1 .63 
1 .63 
1 .96 
2 .6 1 
3 .84 
1 .63 
l .63 
1 .96 
2.6 1 
3 . 84 
2 .06 
2 .06 
2.98 
3 .50 
3 . 50 
2 .06 
2 .06 
2 .98 
3 . 50 
3 .50 
2 .92 
2 .92 
3 .47  
3 .82 
4 .83 
2 .92 
3 .47  
Ie ( M Pa)  
34.52 
6 1 . 7 
95 . 1 4  
4 1  
4.2 Te t Re u l t  - G roup (28 M Pa )  
-t2.1 lender Beam 
...  2.1. 1 Shear Ca paci ty 
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The main test result are swnmarized in  Table 4.2. The ul t imate load (Pu) is  the 
max imum load force that th beam could hold. Table 4.2 also shows the deflection at 
the maximum load that the beam could hold ( u ) .  The shear in the test region was 
equal to the react ion from the adjacent support and is calculated using the fol lowing 
quation (4 . 1 ) : 
Where :  
v = R = L - a  p L 
v = hear Force; 
R = Reaction Force; 
P = Applied Shear force ;  
a = hear pan; and 
L = Total span of the beam. 
4 . 1 
The values of the shear strength component (Concrete e Ve ), Transverse 
reinforcement ( Vs )  and steel fiber ( Vs! )) that contribute to the total shear strength are 
shoVYTI in Table  4 .2 .  The Concrete contribution to the shear strength ( Ve )  is calculated 
from the control specimen (S28-VFO) where the only strength i n  this specimen is the 
concrete shear strength ( Vu = Ve ). The transverse reinforcement contribution to the 
4 3  
hear tr ngth ( Vs ) for each group ( , B, or  is  calculated u ing the fol lowing 
equati n ( l's  = Vu - Vc ) where ( Vc )  value i the arne value that e, plained above. Th 
teel fiber ontribution to the hear strength ( VS{ )  is alculated in  a s imi lar manner to 
the tran verse reinforcement contribution to the shear strength ( VS{ = Vu - Vc) .  The 
la t column i showing the shear gain due to the addition of steel fiber to the concrete 
mIX .  
The incr a e in  sh  ar  strength for the fol lowing speci mens (S28-VF l ,  S28-
VF _ ,  and 28-VF3 )  is 20.3%, 48 .6% and 1 28 . 8% respectively. CPu) for spec imen S28-
F2 and 28-V F3 is higher than that of specimen S28-V FO-St which indicates the 
po ib i l i t ie of replacing the transverse rei nforcement ( St i rrups) with steel fiber as 
shear reinforcements. 
VII All Vc Vs Vs! Shea r Name PII strength ( KN )  ( KN )  ( m m )  ( KN )  ( KN )  ( KN )  Gain (%) 
2 8-VFO- t 96.6 72.5 1 0 .9 52 .7  1 9 . 8  -
2 8-VFO 70.2 5'2 .7  9 .7  52 .7  - -
S28-V F l 84.5 63 .3 9 .8  52 .7  - 1 0. 7  20 .3% 
S28-V F2 1 04 .4 78.3 8 .3  52 .7 ,- 25 .6  48 .6% 
28-VF3 1 60 . 7  1 20.5 1 5 .0  52 .7  - 67 .8  1 28 . 8% 
Table 4 .2 :  Test Results for s lender beams in group CA) 
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... . 2 . 1 .2 Deflect ion Re pon e 
Figure 4 . 1 h \V the hear force-deflection curves [or s lender beams in  group 
(A) .  It i evid nt that the addi tion o[ teel fiber increased the shear resistance and 
energy ab orplion f the p cimens. The inc lu ion of steel fibers or stirrups did not 
igni ficantl change the t i f[ne s of the beams. The specimens featured a quas i - l inear 
hear force de £lect ion b ha i r unt i l  the fi rst major diagonal crack fonned (not the 
peak shear force for 28- FO, 28-YFO-St and 28-VF l ) . The first major diagonal 
cra ked f0l111ed for 28-Y FO, 28-VFO- t and 28-VF 1 was at shear value equals to 
-+O. l ,  7 l .6 and 54 . 1 KN re pecti e ly .  A fter the major crack, the st iffness of those 
pecimens was reduced (up to maximum shear capac ity) causing the deflect ion to 
increase significant ly \ i th the increase of the shear force. As the (vI) increased, it was 
observed that the hear force causing major d iagonal crack approaches the ult imate 
hear capacit  
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1 40 
1 20 
-
z 
� 1 00 
Q) <.> ... 0 80 u. 
... t':l Q) .r: 60 (J) 
4 0  
20 
0 
0 
as i n  2 8-VF2 and S28-VF3 . The shear force-deflection curve shows 
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Figure 4 . 1 :  Shear Force-Deflection curves of s lender beams in group (A) 
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that the shear capac it, increa ed \: i th the inclusion of steel fibers or sti rrups. I t  is also 
important to highl ight that maximum shear force [or specimen 28-V F2, S28-YF3 
were high r than that o[ 28-Y FO- t .  For example, the ma.'{imum shear capacity for 
28- FO. _8- F l ,  28- F2, 28-VF3 and S28-YFO- t was 52 .7, 63 .3 ,  78 .3 ,  1 20 .5  
and 72 . 5 K respecti ely.  The hear force dropped sign i ficant ly  after the maximum 
hear force for al l  pecimen and after that, the deflection increased dramatical ly.  The 
rna. imlll1 deflection \Va i ncreased with the inc lusion of steel fibers or stirrups. It is  
a lso important to highlight that maximum deflection for specimen S28-VF3 was higher 
than that of 28- FO- t. 
-t.2. 1 .3 Diagona l  Ten i l e  D isplacement  
The hear force vs. d iagonal tensi le  di placement curves for specimens of 
lender beams in group (A) are depicted in F igure 4.2 .  From this figure, it can be seen 
that the specimens did not exhibi t  any sign i ficant diagonal d isplacement t i l l  the 
ini t iat ion of the cracks. The graph shows that the control specimen, S28-VFO, showed 
signs of diagonal cracking at a shear value of about 40. 1 kN. The presence of transverse 
reinforcement did not increase the in i t iation of shear crack ( Vcr = 39 .9  KN);  however 
the i nc l usion of steel fiber increased the shear force needed for crack in i tiation. The 
shear value when the crack was in i t iated for the beams with steel fiber was 54 . 1 ,  64.7  
and 67 .5  K for S28-VF l ,  S28-YF2 and S28-VF3 respectively. I t  i s  important to 
high l ight that shear value when the crack was in i t iated for specimen S28-V F l ,  S28-
V F2. and 28 -YF3 were h igher than that of S28-VFO and S28-V FO-St .  I n  the post­
cracking stage, the diagonal tens i le  displacement started to increase after the in it iation 
of the d iagonal cracks for all the specimens. It was observed that for beams (S28-V F3 
and 28 -V FO-St) the rate of increase of diagonal d isplacement was reduced due to the 
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incIu ion of teel fiber 'l.'j = 1 . 20 0 ) or st inups relat i  e to the control beam ( 28-VFO . 
F r c�ample, at t n i le  di placement of alue 1 mm the shear alue for the fol lowing 
specimen 2 -YFO, 28-VF l ,  28-Y F2. 28-YF3 and 28-VFO-St was 3 5 .3 .  58 .6, 
78 .3 ,  92.2 and 63 .5  KN \ hich how that the rate of i ncrease for S28-VF2 and 28-
F3 \\ a Ie  s than that of 28-VFO- 1 .  
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Q) u .... 0 8 0  u. .... co Q) .c 6 0  CJ) 
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2 0  
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- . ­
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;/" J. d  ,- ---- -------------- - -------r .". -.. ,;' ---'---'-----;---j:---;-t 
I 
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Figure 4 . 2 :  hear Force-Diagonal tensi le  displacement curves of  slender beams of  group A 
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-t.2. 1 A  Diagona l  ompre ive t ra i n  in Concrete 
Figure 4.3 shows the hear force vs. diag nal c mpre sive strain in concrete 
for pe imen f lender beams in  group ( ) .  From this figure, it can be seen that the 
pre-cracling tage the rate of increas of com pre si e train wa low for a l l  the 
p cimen . A I  0, it can be een that diagonal com pre si e strain started to increase 
ailer the in i t iation of the d iaoonal cracks for a l l  the spec imens. The rate of increase 
wa higher f; r a l l  specimens after the crack in it iated, but for specimen (S28-V FO)  the 
rate wa very high and the behavior was a ery plast ic one in  comparison of a l l  other 
pecimen . For example, at stra in  value equals to 300, the shear value for S28-V FO, 
�8- F L  �8-VF2, 28-VF3 and 28-VFO-St wa 3 7, 59, 73 , 54 and 39  respectively 
which sho\\ that the addit ion of F reduces the rate of i ncrease of compressive strain. 
The compression strain gauges for the spec imen 28-VFO, 28-VF l ,  S28-VF2, S28-
80 
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, / " , Q) .,., -- , ... ... U 1 ... , ; 0 40 , u. , ... / / CtI Q) I . 
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20 I / -- S28-VFO 1 I I -- S28-VF1 I I - - S28-VF2 , I - "  - S28-VF3 , 
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0 
0 -500 -1 000 
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Figure 4 . 3 : shear force-Diagonal Compressive stra in  curves of s lender beams i n  group 
(A) 
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F3 and 28- FO- t fai led s on after the in it iation f the crack due to the fact that 
cra k pa ed through the train gauge. 
�.2. 1 .5 Mode of fa i l u re 
The shear fai lure in general tarts \ ith few vert ical flexural cracks formed in 
th t n ion ide under the applied load. the load i ncreased, general ly the d iagonal 
crack appeared at the mid-height of beam within the c lear shear span in the direction 
of the main trut and propagated (almost horizonta l ly )  toward the load ing point and 
t ward the upport . s the load increa ed more, exist ing cracks widened and increased 
in length. The fol lowing t pes of shear fai l ures were observed : diagonal tension, and 
web cm hing. For the diagonal tension fai lure, an incl ined crack appeared at mid­
height of the beanl and propagated toward the loading point and the support . For web 
crush ing fai l ure,  the concrete crushed in the mid-height of the beam in the shear span . 
Failure modes of slender beams i n  group (A)  are shown in Figures 4 .4 .  A l l  
beams for thi s  category sho\ ed a c lassical diagonal tension mode of fai lure, except 
28-VF3 and 28 -V FO-St. S28-VF3 fai l ed due to web-crushing shear mode of fai l ure 
due to spa l l i ng of concrete . S28-V FO-St fai led due to fOlmation of mult iple diagonal 
cracks. The addit ion of the steel fibers in specimen (S28-V F 3 )  restricted growth and 
\videning of the shear cracks developed in the shear span, and hence a l lowed the 
specimen to develop i ts ful l  shear capacity.  
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S28-VFO-St specimen 
F igures 4.4: Fai lure modes of slender beams in  group ( A) 
so 
.... 2.2 Deep Bea m 
... . 2 .2 . 1 hear a pac ity 
The main te t re ul t  arc ummarized in the fol lowing Table 4 . 3 .  The ul6mate 
hear force (Pu) j the max imum load force that the beam could hold. Table 4 .3  also 
how th deflection at the maximum load that the beam could hold (Llu). The shear in  
the te  t region i s  as  in  equation ( 4 . 1 ) . The three columns next to  the last one in  the table 
how the values of the shear component (Concrete C Ve), Transverse reinforcement ( � )  
and st e l  fiber ( VS{ »  that contribute t o  the total shear strength .  The Concrete 
contribution to th shear trength ( Vc;) is calculated from the control specimen ( D28-
FO) .  
The increa e i n  shear strength for the fol lowing specimens ( D28-VF 1 ,  D28-
V F2 ,  and D28- F3 ) i 2 3 . 2%, 1 28 .4% and 1 1 0 . 1 % respectively. (Pu)  for specimen 
D28-VF _ and D28-V F3 i s  higher than that of spec imen D28-VFO-St which indicates 
the possibi l i t ies of replacing the transverse reinforcement (St ilTUpS) with steel fiber as 
shear reinforcements. 
PII V" All Vc Vs Vs/ Shear Name 
( K N )  ( KN )  ( m m )  ( KN )  ( K N )  ( KN )  Gain (%)  
D28-VFO-St 1 3 5 . 0  1 08 .0 5 .4 64.0 44.0 -
D28-VFO 80.0 64.0 3 .2 64.0 - -
D28-V F l 98 .6  78 .8  6 . 1 64.0 - 1 4 . 8  23 .2% 
D28-VF2 1 82 . 8  1 46.2 9.8 64 .0 - 82 .2  1 28 .4% 
D28-VF3 1 68 . 1 1 34 .5  8 .5  64.0 - 70.5 1 1 0 . 1 %  
Table 4 . 3 :  Test Results of deep beam in  Group (A)  
5 1  
... . 2 .2 .2 Deflect ion Re pon e 
Figure 4. - hows the hear force-defl ection cur e for deep beam in group 
( ) .  It i e ident that the addit ion of steel fibers increased the shear resistance and 
energ, ab orption of the pecimens. The inclu ion of steel fibers or st irrups did not 
ign i fical1t ly change the sti ffne of the beams.  The spec imens featured a quasi - l i near 
hear force d fl cti n beha i r up to the max imum hear force .  It was observed that 
the 'hear Ii rc cau ing the major crack coincid s with the ul t imate shear capacity for 
a l l  pecimens. The hear force-deflection curve shows that the shear force carrying 
capacity i ncreased \ i th the inc1u ion of steel fibers or stirrups. I t  i s  important to 
h ighl ight that maximum shear strength for spec imen D28-V F2, and D28-VF3 were 
h igher than that of D28-V FO-St. For exan1ple, the shear capacity for the control beam 
( D28-V FO) was 64 K . For the beam with st irrups (D28-V FO-St) the shear capaci ty 
was 1 08 .0 KN. The shear capacity for the beams with steel fiber was 78 .8 .  1 46.2 and 
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Figure 4 . 5 : Shear Force-Deflection curves of deep beams in  group (A)  
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l or D28- F I ,  D28- F2 and D28-VF3 respectively. The maXimum 
1 \ as  increased with the inclusion of steel fibers or stirrup . It is also 
h highl ight that max imum deflection for pecimen D28-VF3 as higher 
i or D28- FO and D2 - FO- t .  
)iagona l  Ten i l e  D i  p lacement 
[ he shear force . d iagonal tensi le displacement curves for specimens of deep 
group ( ) are depicted in  Figure 4 .6 .  From this figure, it can be seen that the 
(l id not xhibit any sign i ficant diagonal displacement t i l l  the ini t iation of 
'. The graph shows that the crack in i t iated at ery [ow shear value for the 
, 111 ( D28-VFO) in compari on to the other specimens with the stirrups or 
.\ccording to vi ual i nspection the crack in i t iated at very low shear value 
1 lte l} � 1 6  KN) .  The shear force value when the crack in i t iation for the 
\ 1 th steel fiber and st irrups was - 5 .7 , 57 . 5 , 56 . 1 and 48 .6  KN for D28-VF l ,  
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4 .6 :  Shear Force-Diagonal tensi le deformation curves of deep beams of group A 
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028-VF2 028- F and 02 - FO- t respectively. I t  is  important to high l ight that 
hear value \\ hen the crack ini t iated for pecimen D28-VF I ,  028-VF2, D28-VF3 were 
h igher than that of 028- FO- t. In the po t-cracking stage, the diagonal tensi le 
d isplac mcnt tarted t i ncrea e after the in i t iation of  the diagonal racks for a l l  the 
peClmen . Iso, the rate of increase of diagonal d isplacement across cracks was 
reduced in beam \\ ith st irrup or steel fiber in comparison to the control beam ( 028-
FO) .  Th reduction in the rate of increase of d iagonal d isplacement across cracks was 
almo t th same for the fol lowing beams ( D28-V F2 ,  028-V F3 )  (Vj = 0.8% and 1 .2%) 
while for the beam (028-V FO-St ) the reduction in  the rate of increase of diagonal 
displacement across cracks was les . For e ample, at tensi le displacement of value 1 
mm the shear value for the fol lowing specimen D28-VFO, D28-V F l , D28-VF2, 028-
VF3 and 0_8- FO- t was 64, 72 .5 ,  99, 1 07 .6  and 98 .7  KN \: hich shows that the rate 
of i ncrease for D28-VF2 and D28-VF3 was less than that of 028-V FO-St. 
".2.204 Diagona l  Com press ive Stra i n  in Concrete 
F igure 4.7 shows the shear force vs. diagonal compressive strain in  concrete 
for specimens of deep beams in group (A) .  From this  figure, it can be seen that the pre­
cracking stage the rate of i ncrease of compressive strain was low for a l l  the specimens. 
Also, i t  can be seen that diagonal compressive strain started to increase after the 
in i tiation of the diagonal cracks for all specimens. The rate of increase was higher for 
a l l  specimens after the crack i ni t iated . A lthough the compressive strain gauge fai led at 
earl ier stage, i t  was not iced that the rate of change of  d iagonal compressive strain for 
specimen ( D28-VFO) would be e ither zero ( the compressive strain would increase 
without increase in the shear force)  or negative ( the compressive strain would increase 
without i ncrease in the shear force) .  This is because the specimen reached the 
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maxImum hear a lue. I I other pecimens had lower rate of i ncrease than that of D28-
FO. It i al 0 important to h ighl ight that the specimen D28-VF3 had lower rat of 
in rease than that of the pecimen " i th sti rrup ( D28-VFO- t ) .  For example, at strain 
\ a lue qual to 1 000, th hear a lue for D28-VF2, D28-VF3 and D28-VF28-St was 
93 , 1 1 0 and 97 r pecti e ly which shows that the addit ion of SF reduce the rate of 
increase of compre iv strain. 
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4.2.2 .5 Mode of  fa i l u re 
The hear fai lure in  general stru1S with few e11ical flexural cracks [onn d in  
the ten ion ide LInder the appl ied load. s the load increased, general ly the diagonal 
cra k appeared at the mid-height of beam within the clear shear span in the d i rection 
f the main trut and propagated (a lmost horizonta l ly)  toward the loaded point and 
t \\ ard the upport . A the load increa ed mor , e  ' isting cracks widened and increased 
in length. From the crack pattern, the fai lure mode of the specimen can be spec ified. 
The fol lo\\ ing types of hear fai l ure were observed : shear compression, and strut 
ru hing fai lure. For the shear compression fai l ure an inc l ined crack steeper than i n  
diagonal tension appears accompanied with concrete crush ing i n  the compression 
zone.  For strut crushing fai l ure, the fai l ure happened due to forming of several para l le l  
diagonal cracks or due to concrete peel ing at  mid-height i n  the center of shear span. 
Fai l ure modes of deep beanls i n  group (A) are shown i n  F igure 4 .8 .  D28-VFO, 
D28- FO- t, and D28-VF l fai led in a shear-compression mode of fai lure due to 
crush ing of concrete at the head of the inc l ined shear cracks under the shear force 
point. Deep specimens (D28-VF2 and D28-VF3) fai led by crushing of the diagonal 
concrete struts. This was more evident in specimen D28-VF3 with h igher steel fiber 
volume fraction of Vr = 1 . 2%. 
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Figure 4 . 8 :  Fai lure modes of deep beam in  group ( A )  
4.3 Te t R u l t  - rou p  B (60 M Pa )  
4.3. 1 lender Beam 
-1.3. 1 . 1  hea r Capac ity 
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The main test re ul t  are ummarized in  the fol io\; ing Table  4 .4 .  The ul t imate 
h ar force (Pu )  i the mao imum load force that the beam could hold .  Table 4 .4 also 
ho\;\ the deilecti n at the maximum load that the beam could hold (6u) .  The shear in  
the te  t region i a in  eq uat ion ( .+. 1 ) .  The three co lumns next to the last one show the 
\'a J ue of the hear component (Concrete e Ve ), Transverse reinforcement ( Vs )  and steel 
fiber ( Vst) )  that contribute to the total shear strength.  The Concrete contribution to the 
shear strength ( lie) is  calculated from the control specimen (S60-VFO) .  
The increase in  shear strength for the fol lowing specimens (S60-VF 1 ,  S60-
VF2. and S60-VF3 ) i s  5 1 %  53% and 3 1 %  respectively. (Pu )  for specimen S60-VF l  
60- F2 and 60-VF3 is higher than that of specimen S60-VFO-St which i ndicates 
the possibi l i t ies of replac ing the transverse rein forcement (St irrups) with steel fiber as 
hear reinforcements. I t  should be noted that as (Vt) i ncreases, the shear strength gain 
did not increase . 
Spec imen Pit Vu All Vc Vs VSJ Sbea r  
( KN )  ( KN)  ( m m )  ( KN )  ( KN )  ( KN )  Gain  (%1 
60-YFO- t 1 3 1 . 5 98.6 9 .4 80.9 1 7 . 7  -
S60-YFO 1 07 . 8  80.9 9 .2  80 .9  - -
S60-Y F l 1 63 .0 1 22 . 3  1 0. 8  80.9 - 4 1 .4 5 1 %  
S60-Y F2 1 64 . 8  1 23 .6 1 0 . 5  80.9 - 42 . 7  5 3 %  
S60-YF3 1 42 . 1 1 06.6 9 .9 80 .9 - 2 5 . 7  3 ] %  
Table 4 .4 :  Test Results for s lender beams in  Group ( B) 
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-4.3. 1 .2 Deflect ion Re pon e 
Figure 4 .9 hoy s the hear force-deOection curves of slender beams in group 
(8).  It is evident that the add ition of teel [t bers increa ed the shear r si tance and 
energ) ab orption of the pecimen . The inc l usion of steel fibers (SF )  or sti rrups d id 
not igni ficantly change the ti ffne of  the beams. The specimens in  group (8) 
featured a qua i - l inear hear force deflection behavior unt i l  the first major diagonal 
era k formed ( not the peak shear force for 60-YFO) .  The first major d iagonal cracked 
fonned for 60- FO wa 72.2 KN. fter the major crack, the st i ffness of  this specimen 
wa reduced (up to maximum shear capaci ty )  causing the de flection to increase 
sign ificant ly with the increase of the shear force.  W ith the i nc lusion of SF or transverse 
reinfor ement, it was observed that the shear force causing major d iagonal crack 
approaches the u l t imate shear capac ity as in S60-VFO-St, 60-V F l  S60-VF2, and 
60-VF3 . 
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F igure 4 .9 :  Shear Force-De flection curves of s lender beams in group ( B )  
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increa ed v, jth the inclu ion [ steel fibers or st irrups. It is  al a important to highl ight 
that maximum shear trength for pecimen 60-VF l ,  60-Y F2. 60-YF3 \\ as higher 
than that of 60-YFO- t. For example. the ma-x im um hear capacit for the control 
beam ( 60-YFO) wa 80.9 KN . For the beam wi th t i rrups ( 60-VFO- t). the peak 
hear force \Va 98 .6 KN. The peak shear force for the beams with steel fiber was 
1 22 . 3 .  1 23 . 6  and 1 06 .6  KN for 60-YF l ,  60-Y F2 and 60-YF3 respectively. The 
hear force dropped ign i ficant l y  after the peak shear force for a l l  beams and after that, 
the deflection increa ed ign i ficantl . The maximum de flection was increased with the 
incl usion of teel fiber or st ilTUP . It is  important to highl ight that maximum deflection 
for specimen 60-VF 1 ,  60-VF2, S60-VF3 was h igher than that of S60-YFO-St.  
.... 3.1.3 Diagonal  Ten i le D isp lacement  
The shear force vs .  diagonal tensi le displacement curves of slender beams in  
group (B)  are depicted i n  Figure 4 . 1 0 . From this  figure, it can be seen that the 
specimen did not exhibi t  any significant diagonal d isplacement t i l l  the in i tiation of 
the cracks. The graph shows that the control spec imen (S60-VFO) showed signs of 
diagonal cracking at a shear value of about 72 .2  KN. TIle presence of transverse 
rein forcement did not i ncrease the ini t iation of shear crack ( Vcr = 58 . 8  KN);  however 
the inc lusion of steel fiber increased the shear force needed for crack in i t iation as can 
be noticed in S60-VF3 ( "; = 1 .2%).  TIle shear value when the crack in i t iated for the 
beams with steel fiber was 72.9,  72 .8  and 92 . 5  KN for S60-VF 1 ,  S60-VF2 and S60-
VF3 respectively.  In the post-cracking stage, the d iagonal tensi le displacement started 
to increase after the i n it iat ion of the diagonal cracks for a l l  the specimens. Also, the 
beams with transverse rei nforcement or with steel fiber (S60-VF l ,  S60-VF2 S60-VF3 
and 60-VF28-St)  reduced the rate of increase of d iagonal displacement across cracks 
60 
relat i \ e to the 28-YFO beam. For e ample, at tensi l displacement of  value 1 mm the 
shear val ue for the [ol \ov" ing pec imen 60-YFO, 60-Y F I ,  60-YF2, 60-Y F3 , and 
60-YFO- t \ a 65 , 1 08 . 3 , 1 1 4 . 5 , 1 05 . 8 ,  and 8 1  which shows that the rate of increase 
for 60- F l ,  60-YF2, 60-YF3 and 60-Y FO- t was less than that of S60-V FO. This 
indicate that with th increa e of  (\j) the rate of i ncrease of diagonal displacement 
acro crack can be reduced . 
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4.3. 1 .4 Diagona l  Compre ive t ra in  i n  concrete 
Figure 4 . 1 1  hows the shear force vs. diagonal compre sive strain in  concrete 
for peclmen r l ender beams in  group ( 8) .  From this figure, i t  can be seen that in 
the pre-cracking stage the rate of increase of compressi e strain was low for all the 
peclmen . J • it can be seen that diag nal compressive strain started to i ncrease 
after the ini t iation of the diagonal c racks for a l l  the pecimens. The rate of i ncrease of 
diagonal compre i e train was higher for a l l  specimens after the crack in i tiated, but 
for sp cimen ( ... 60-V FO )  the rate was ery high ( negat ive value) .  For example, at strain 
value equal to 270. the shear value for 60-VFO, S60-V F l ,  S60-VF2, and S60-VFO-
t \Va 80.8 . 92 .6. 69 .8 ,  and 58 respectivel which shows that the addition of SF reduce 
the rate of i ncrease of compressive strain .  The compression strain gauge for the 
specimen 60-VFO. 60-VF 1 ,  S60-VF3 and S60-VF60-VFO- t fai led soon after the 
in i t iat ion of the crack due to the fact that crack passed through the strain gauge. 
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�.3.1.5 Mode of  fa i l u  re 
The hear fai lure in  general tarts \ ith few ertical flexural cracks formed in  
the t n ion ide under the appl ied load. s the load increased, general ly the diagonal 
crack appeared at the mid-height of beam within the c lear shear span in the direction 
of the main strut and propagated (a lmost horizonta l ly)  toward the loaded point and 
toward th upport . A the load increa ed more, exist ing cracks widened and increased 
in length. The fol lowing type of shear fai l ures v ere observed : diagonal tension, and 
\veb crushing. For the d iagonal t nsion fai l ure, an inc l ined crack appears at mid-height 
o f th beam and propagated toward the loaded point and the support . For web crushing 
fai lure. the concrete wi l l  crush in the mid-height of the beam in the shear span. 
Fai lure modes of slender beams in  group ( B) are shown i n  Figure 4 . 1 2 . A l l  
bean1s for th i s  category showed a c lassical d iagonal tension mode of fai lure except 
60-VF2 and 60-V FO- t. 60- VF2 which fai l ed due to web-crushing shear mode of 
fai lure as a resul t  of concrete spal l i ng and formation of mult iple diagonal cracks. S60-
VFO- t fai led due to web-crushing shear mode of fai lure due to fOImation of mult iple 
d iagonal cracks. The add ition of steel fiber i n  S60-VF3 (V( =  1 .2%) did not change the 
fai lure mode significantly but a l lowed the beam to sustain addition shear force and 
increase the crack width which gives a good indication before fai lure .  
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Figure 4 . 1 2 :  Fai l ure modes of slender beams in  group ( B) 
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·t3.2 Deep Bea m 
..t.3.2.1 , ' hea r Capaci t) 
The main te't re ult  are ummariLed in the fol lowing Table 4 . 5 .  The u l t i mate 
hear force ( Pu )  i �  the maximum load force that the beam ould hold .  Table 4 . 5  al 0 
ho\\ . the del1ection at the ma:\imum load that the beam could hold ( II ) '  The hear in  
the  te t region i s  calculat d a i n  equation ( 4 . 1 ) . The three ol umn next to the l ast one 
ho\\ the \ alue of th hear component ( oncrete ( Ve ). Transverse r inforcement ( Vs )  
and teel fiber ( Vs{ ) )  that contribute to the total hear strength.  The Concrete 
contribut ion to the sh ar trengtb ( Ve )  is calculated from the control  spec imen ( 060-
VFO) .  
The increa e i n  hear trength for the  fo l lowing spec i mens ( D60-YF 1 .  060-
\,F2.  and 060-VF3 ) is 26 . 7°'0. 44 .6°'0 and 63 .4�0 respect ively .  ( PII )  for spec imen D60-
VF2 and 060-VF3 is h igher than tbat of specimen D28- Y FO- t which ind icate the 
po ib i l i t ies of replacing the transyer e re i n forcement ( t i rrups ) \\li th steel ti ber as 
hear rei n forcements. 
PII VII Lll/ Vc Vs Vs! Shear  ame ( KN )  ( KN )  ( m m )  ( K N )  ( K N )  ( KN )  G a i n  ( % )  
060-YFO-St 1 45 .2 J 1 6 . 1  4 .8  9 1 .3 24 .8 -
060-YFO 1 1 4 . 1 9 1 .3 6 .0 9 1 .3 - -
060-YF I  1 44 .7  J J 5 . 7  5 .6  9 1 .3 - 24.4 26 .7% 
D60-Y F2 1 65 .0 1 32 .0 4 .9 9 1 .3 - 40.7 44.6% 
D60-YF3 1 86 .5  1 49 .2 6 .2 9 1 .3 - 57 .9 63 . 4% 
Table 4 . 5 :  Test re u l ts  for deep beams i n  group ( B )  
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... . 3 .2.2 Deflect ion Re pon e 
Figure 4 . 1 3 ho\\ the hear forc -deflection cun s of deep beam in  group 
( B ) .  It i c\ ident that the addition f teel iib r increa ed the hear re i tan e and 
cncrg) ab orpti n of the pecimen . The beam ti ffne did not change signi ficant ly 
\\ ith the inclu ion of steel fiber- or t irrup . The pecimen featured a quasi - l inear 
'hear force defl ection beha\ ior unt i l  the fir t major diagonal crack formed ( not the 
peak shear force for D60-VFO) .  The fi rst maj r di agonal cracked � nned for D60-V FO 
\\ a 66.9.  K fter the major crack.  the t i ffness of thi specimen was s l ightl, 
r duced ( up to max Imum hear capacity ) cau ing the deflection to increa e 
igni ficant l:- \\' ith the increa e of the hear force.  It \\ as observed that the shear force 
cau-i ng the major crack happ ned at the maximum shear capac ity for al l  spec imens 
except e D60- FO) .  The shear force-deflection curve shows that the shear capacity 
i n  rea ed \\ i th the inclu ion of teel tiber or t i rrup . I t  is  important to h.ighl ight that 
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maXl lnUll1 hear force for 'pecimcn 060- F2. and D60- F" \\ ere higher than that of 
D60-V rO- t .  For e"\ample. the b ar  capac it) for the contr I beam ( 060-VFO ) \\ a 
9 1 . " K"\! . For the beam \\ ith t in-up ( D60- FO- t )  tbe sbear capacit) \\ as ] 1 6 . 1  K . 
rhe shear capac it� for the b am \\ ith teel fiber \\- as 1 1 5 . 7. 1 " 2 .  1 49 .2  K for D60-
\, F l . 060- F2 and D60- F3 re pecti \ el ) . The hear force dropped ign ificant ly a fter 
the maximum hear capac it) \\ a reached for all beams and after that. the deflection 
increa ed. The maximum deOection \\ a increa d \y ith the incl usion of steel fiber or 
:tirrup . It i al 0 important to highl ight that mao imum deflection for spec imen D60-
\ F 1 .  D 0-V F2 .  and D60-V FJ \\ ere h igher than that of 060- YFO and D60-VFO- 1 .  
-'-3.2.3 D iagona l  Tens i le  D i  placement  
The hear force \ . diagonal tensi le  displacement curves for specimens of deep 
beam in group ( B )  are depicted in Figure 4 . 1 4 . From this figure. it can be seen that 
the pecimens did not exhibit an) s ignificant diagonal di placement ti l l  the ini t iation 
of the crack . The graph how that the control specimen. D60-V FO. showed signs of 
diagonal cracking at a hear value of about 67 kN . The presence of transverse 
reinforcement ( D60-V FO- t) did not increase the cracking shear force ( T  'cr = 59.9 KN ): 
however the inclu ion of teel fiber increased the cracking shear force .  The cracking 
hear force for th beams with steel fiber was 84 . 1 .  92 .9 and 87.6 KN for D60-Y F l .  
D60-VF2 and D60-VF3 respectively .  I n  the post-cracking stage, the diagonal tensi le 
displacement started to increa e after the i n it iat ion of the diagonal cracks for a l l  the 
specimens. A lso. the fol lowing beams ( D60-V F l ,  D60-V F2 .  D60-V F3 and D60-V FO-
t )  reduced the rate of i ncrease of d iagonal d i  p lacement acros crack relat ive to the 
D60-V FO beam. The rate of increase of diagonal displacement across cracks reduced 
with the inclusion of F or trans er e reinforcement. For example. at tensi le  
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dispJa ement f \ a lue O .  � mm th h ar \ alue � r the fol lov> ing pecimen D60-VFO. 
D60-\ T l . D60-V F2. D60- F "' and D60- FO- t \\ a  68 .8 . 99 .5 .  1 23 . 7 . 1 1 9 .3 and 93 . 1  
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.... 3.2A Diagona l  Com p re in t ra in  in oncrete 
Figure .. L 1 5  ho\\ ' the hear force \ . d iagonal compre i\ e tra in i n  concrete 
for pec lmen of deep beam in group ( B ) .  From thi  figure. i t  can be een that in  the 
pre .. cracking 'tage the rat r increa e [ ompre 1 \' trai n wa low [or a l l  th 
'pec imens. ,\ 1 '0. i t  can be een that d iagonal C0111pre i \' stra in tal1ed to increa e 
a rt r the in i t iation o f  the d iagonal crack . I o. it can be een that d iagonal 
ompre i \  e strain tarted to increase after the in i t iat ion o f  the diagonal crack . The 
rate of increa e \\ a hi gher for al l p cl men a fter the crack in i t iated. The rate o f  
increa \\ a h i gher for a l l  spec imen after th crack in i t iated. but for pec i men ( 060-
FO ) th rate wa wry high and the behavior wa a very pia tic on in compari son of 
al l other speci mens. A l l  other pec im n had Io\\'er rate o f  increase than that o f  060-
FO. The graph how that \\ it11 the inc lu  ion o f  F or transverse rei n forcement ( i .e .  
t i rntp ) the rat of i ncrease o f  compressive stra in  wa reduced . 
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... . �.2.5 � lode of fa i l u re 
The �bear fai l ure in  general start' \\ i th fev, \ ertical flexural cra k formed in 
the ten:ion ide under th appl ied load . the load increased. general ly  the diagonal 
crad. ' appeared at the mid-hl:ighl of  beam \\ i lh in  the c l  ar hear pan i n  the d i rection 
of the main ·trut and propagated ( alma t horizontal l ) ) to\\ ard the loaded point and 
to\\ ard the upporl. - the 1 ad increa ed more. exi  l ing cracks \\ idened and in reased 
i n  length. From the crack pattern. the fai l ure mode of the pec imen can be speci fied. 
The fa I I  0\\ ing t) pes of  shear fai l ure vvere ob en'ed : hear compres ion. and strut 
cnLhing fai l ure . For the hear compre sian fai l ure .  an inc l i ned crack steeper than i n  
diagonal ten i o n  appear accompanied with concrete cru h ing in  the compression 
zone. F r tmt cru hing fai l ure.  the fai l ure happened due to forming of  several para l lel 
d iagonal cra 1..s or due to concrete pee l ing at mid-height i n  the center o f  shear span. 
� 10de of Fai l ure of deep beams in group ( B )  are shown in Figures 4 . 1 6 . For 
the pec l men 060-VFO.  060- F 1 the fai l  ure mode for these spec i mens \vas due to 
hear-compre ion mode of  fai l ure with one major d iagonal crack ( the crushi ng of 
concrete bappens near the upport for D60-VFO and under the hear force for 060-
F 1 ) . For the speci mens 060- F2. 060-VF3 and D60-VFO- t th fai l ure mode for 
t hese specimens were s imi lar and i t  was due to strut crush i ng fai l ure due to f01111 ing  
several paral le l  cracks. 
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Specimen D60-V FO-St 
F igures 4 . 1 6 : Fai l ure Modes of  deep beam i n  group ( B )  
-tA Te t Re u l t  - G roup  ( 1 00 M Pa )  
-t..t . 1 lender Beam 
-t..t. 1 . 1  hear Capacity 
7 1  
The main t e  t r e  u l t s  are ummari zed in the [ol lov" ing Table 4 .6 .  The u l t i mate 
'hear force ( P/I ) is the ma\.imul11 load Coree that the beam could hold.  Table -+ .6  a l  0 
sho\\ ' the dellect ion at the max imum load that the b am could hold ( L1/1 ) '  The sllear in  
the  te t regi 11 i calculated a in  equation ( 4 . 1 ) . The three columns next to the l a  t one 
ho\\ the \ a lue of t ile hear component ( Concrete ( lie ). Transverse re inforcement ( V, )  
and teel fi ber ( Vsf ) )  that contribute to the total hear strength .  The Concrete 
contribution to the hear tr ngth ( Vc )  i calculated from the control speci men ( S 1 00-
V FO ) .  
The increa e in  shear strength for t h e  fol lowing specimen ( 1 00-V F 1 .  1 00-
VF2. and 1 00- F3 ) i s  29 .20 0. 56 .50 0 and 94 .0% re pect ively .  ( Pu )  for specimen 
1 00-Y F' i h igher than t hat of peci men 28-V FO- t which indicates the po s ib i l i t ies 
of rep lacing the t ran \'erse reinforcement ( St i rrup ) \\-" i th steel fi ber as shear 
rein forcement . 
Pu VII All Vc Vs VsJ Shea r a rne  ( KN )  (KN )  ( m m )  (KN )  ( KN )  ( KN )  Gain ( % )  
1 00- FO- t 1 50 .8  1 1 3 . 1  1 1 . 2 65 .0 48 . 1 -
S 1 00- FO  86.7 65 .0 5 .9 65 .0 - -
1 00-V F l  1 1 2 .0 84.0 7 ,4 65.0 - 1 9 .0 29.2% 
S 1 00-VF2 1 3 5 . 7  1 0 1 . 8 7 . 8  65 .0 - 36 .8  56 .5% 
1 00-VF3 1 68 .2 1 26.2 1 1 . 1  65 .0 - 6 1 . 1  94.0% 
Table 4 .6 :  Te t resul t s  for s lender beams in group ( C )  
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4A. l .2 Defl ct ion Re pon e 
rigure -+ . 1 7  ho\\ s th 'hear 11 rce-dc tlecti n curve of  lender beam i n  group 
( ) .  I t  i e\ ident that the addit ion of  teel fi ber increa ed the shear re i tance and 
energy ab orpt ion of the pec imen . The inc l u  ion of steel fi bers or t in'ups did not 
s igni ficant l )  change the t i ffne o[ the beam . The spec imen featured a quasi - l i near 
shear force deflection beha\ ior unt i l  the fi rst major diagonal crack fonned ( not the 
pea\.- shear force for 1 00- FO. 1 00- F l .  and 1 00-VFO-S t ) .  The fi rst major 
diagonal crad.ed formed for 1 00-V FO.  1 00-V F  I .  and 1 00-V FO- t wa 63 . 3 .  78 .4 
and 1 08 .2  K ' . After th major crack .  the t i ffness of  th is  specimen \\ as s l ight ly  
reduced ( up t o  max imum hear capaci ty ) cau  ing the  deflection to  increa e 
ign i il antl )  \\i th the i n  rea e of  the hear force .  As  the ( 1 ', ) increased. i t  was ob erved 
that the hear force ausing major d iagonal crack approache the u l t imate shear 
capac it) a I l1 1 00-V F2 and 1 00-V F 3 .  The hear force-deflection curve shows that 
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Figure 4 . 1 7 : hear Force-Deflection curves of  s lender beam in  group ( C )  
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the hear force caJT) ing capacit)  increa ed \\ ith the inc l u  ion of steel ti ber or t in·ups. 
It i, a l so Important to highl jght that maximum hear capacit)  for specimen 1 00- F3 
\\ a . h igher than that of 1 00- FO- 1 .  For xample. the max imum hear capac ity for 
1 00-VFO. 1 00-\' F L  1 00- F2.  1 00- F3 and 1 00-V FO- t \\ as 65 .0 .  8·+ '0. 1 0 1 .8 .  
I _6 .2  and 1 1 3 . 1 Kl t re pect i\  e l ) . The hear rare dropped igni ficant l )  after th peak 
sh ar force \\ a reached for al I the pc imen and a fter \\ h ich.  the deflection increased 
dramatical l ) . I so .  the maximum d flecti n was increased with the inc l usion o r  steel 
liber or t in-up . It i - impo rtant to h igh l ight that maximum deflection for specimen 
1 00-V F3 \\ a h i gher than that of  pec imen \\ ith st irrup 1 00-VFO-St.  
�A. I .3 Diagona l  Ten i fe  D isplacement  
The shear force v . d iagonal ten  i l e  d i  placement curves for specimens of 
lender beams i n  group (C ) are depicted i n  F igure -1-. 1 8 . From thi figure. i t  can be een 
that the peci mens d id not exhibi t  any s ign i ficant d iagonal d isplacement t i l l  the 
in i t iation of the crack . The graph hows that the contro l spec imen. S 1 00-V FO. showed 
ign of d iagonal crack ing at a hear value of about 63 . 3  k . The presence of  transverse 
rei n forcement d id  not increa e the in i tiat ion of crack shear \'al ue ( cracking shear value 
for 1 00-VFO- t = 63 .9  KN ): however tbe inc lusion of steel fiber increased the 
cracking shear force. It is important to h ighl ight that shear value needed for crack 
in i t iation for speci mens with steel fiber ( S F )  ( 1 00-V F l .  S I OO-VF2.  and S 1 00-VF3 ) 
was h igher than that of  spec i men w ith st in-up ( S  1 00-VFO-St ) .  The cracked shear val ue 
for the beams with steel fiber was 79. L 77 . 1 and 87 K for S 1 00-V F  1 .  S 1 00-VF2 and 
1 00- VF3 respective ly .  I n  the post-crack i ng stage. the d iagonal tensi l e  d isplacement 
started to increase after the i n it iat ion of  the diagonal cracks for a l l  the spec i mens. I t  
\vas observed that for beams ( S I 00-VF2. S l OO-V F3 and S I OO-VFO- t ). the rate o f  
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In rca e of  diagonal d i splacement acr crack \\ a reduced relat i\  e to the 1 00-v ro 
beam. , pec imens . 1 00-\' !-0 ( control  beam ) and 1 00-V n  
u p  t o  fai l ure . I t  i important to 11 igh l i ght that the rate o f  increa e of  d iagonal 
d i sp lacement for S 1 00- F� \\ a Ie than that of  1 00-V FO- t .  Thi s11o\'\ s that ", i th 
the increa e F the rale o f  inc rea e o f  diagonal d i  p lacement i s  reduced . For example.  
at ten i le d isplacement o f  \ a lue 0.5 mm the shear \ a lue for the fol lo\\ ing spec imen 
'- 1 00-\'[0. S 1 0 -V F  1 .  1 00-VF2 .  1 00- F3 and 1 00-VFO- t was 62.  77 .6.  93 .  
1 0-+ .  - and 7-+.2 r pect i wl) . 
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Figure -+ . 1 8 : hear Force-Diagonal ten i le defOlmation curves of  s lender beams of 
group ( C )  
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4.4. 1 . 4 Diaoon al  ompre h e  t ra in  in  Concrete 
Fi gure 4 . 1 9  ,ho\\ the bear force \ . d iagonal compre j \'e train in  concrete 
for spec imen of lender beam in group ( C ) .  Fr 111 th i  figure. it an be en that i n  
the pre-crad.ing tage the rate of increa e of c mpre ive strain \" as \ ery lov" for al l 
the 'pe i l11 IlS. rhe rate r increa e of diagonal compre ive strain tarted t i ncrea e 
for al l pe imen a fter the crack in i t iated. It wa observed that for beam with F ( " r  = 
0.80 0 and " -= 1 .20 0) the rate of  increa e of d iagonal compressiv train \\'as reduced 
due to the i nc 1u  ion of F. For example .  at strain val ue equals to 200. the hear value 
for 1 00-\ FO. 1 00- F l .  1 00-YF3 and 1 00-YFO- t was 62 . 3 .  67 .7 ,  74 . 1 .  and 63 .5  
re  pect iwl)  " h ich sho\', that the  addi t ion of F reduce the  rate of increase of 
ompre I V  t rai n .  Th compre ion tra in gauge for the speci men S 1 00-V FO. 1 00-
F l .  1 00- F3 and 1 00- FO-St fai led soon a fter the in i t iation of the crack.  
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Figure 4 . 1 9 : Shear force- Diagonal Compressive stra in curves of  slender beams i n  
group ( C )  
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-tA.1.S Mode of fa i l u re 
I h hear fai l ure in  gen ral tart \\i th few vert ical flex ural crack formed in  
the  ten  ion  id under the appl ied load . A the load incr  a ed. gen rai l )  the diagonal 
rack appeared at the mid-hei ght of beam \vi th in  the c lear hear span in the d i rect ion 
of  the main trut and propagated (a lmo t horizonta l l y )  toward the loaded point and 
to\\ ard the upport . the I ad increa ed more. exi  t ing crack wi dened and increa ed 
i n  length. The fol lo\\ ing type� of hear fai l ure \\ ere ob erved : diagonal tension. and 
\\ eb rushing.  For the d iagonal ten ion fai l ure. an incl ined crack appears at mi d-height 
of  the beam and propagated toward the loaded point  and the support. For web crushing 
fai l ure. the concrete wi l l  cru h in  the mid-hei ght of the beam in  the shear pan . 
Fai l ure  mode of  lender beams i n  group ( C )  are sho\\"n in  F i gure 4 .20 .  The 
figure ho\ys the fai l ure mode for spec imens 1 00-V F l to S 1 00-V FO-St respectively .  
The  e peci men exhi bited one major diagonal hear crack.  The e speci men fai led 
e\entualh due to diagonal -ten ion hear mode of fai l w-e. A l so.  the figure ho\\'s the - .... .... 
fai l ure mode for peci men 1 00-VFO which fai led in Diagonal spl j t t ing shear mode of 
fai l ure .  
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1 00-VF3 
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Figure 4 .20 :  Fai l ure modes of s lender beam in group ( C )  
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�A.2 Deep B am 
�A.2 . 1  hear ca pacit) 
The main te t re u l ts are 11l11marized in the fol l o\\ i ng Table 4 .7 .  The u l t i mate 
shear r rce ( Pu )  i '  the maximum load f rce that the beam could hold .  Table 4 . 5  a lso 
_ ho\\ the deOect ion at thl:: ma.'\ imum I ad that the beam could hold ( II ) ' The shear i n  
the te_ t region is calcu lated a in quation ( 4 . 1 ) . The thre column next to the l ast one 
110\\ the \ a lue of  the hear component ( Concrete ( IIcJ, Transverse reinforcement ( Vs )  
and teel fiber ( Vsf ) )  that contribute to the total shear strength. The Concrete 
contribution to the hear trength ( Ve )  i s  calc ulated from the control specimen ( D 1  00-
V FO) .  The increa e in hear capacit) for ( D 1 00-VF l )  beam \vas m inor ( 8 .60 0 ) .  Thi 
i nd icat the need to the tee I fiber \ ol ume fraction ( \ ',) to ha\'e a ign i ficant increase i n  
hear capaci t) . 
:""a m e  PII 
r " I'll( Vc Vs V,/ Shear 
( KN )  ( KN )  ( 010 1 )  ( K N )  ( KN )  ( K N) Gain  ( % )  
D I OO-V FO 1 62 . 1 1 29 .7  5 . 1 1 29 .7  - -
D I OO-V F I  1 76. 1 1 40.9 5 . 5  1 40.9 - 1 1 .2 8 .6% 
Table  4 . 7 :  Te t Results  for deep beams i n  group ( C )  
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.tA.2 .2 Deflection Re pon e 
Figure 4 .1 1 'h \\ the hear force-deOection cun e of deep beams in  roup 
) .  It is e\ ident that the add i t ion or t e l  fi ber increa ed the hear re i tance and 
energy ab orption of the 'pecimen . The beam ti ffne s d id  not change s igni ficant l )  
\\ i th the  i nc l u  ion r teel fi ber or t i rrup . The spec im n in  Group ( C )  featured a 
quasi - l i near hear force deflection behavior unt i l  fai l ure. The shear force-deflection 
c ur\  e 110V-. 5 that the hear capac i t)  increa ed with the inc l usion of steel fi bers. I t  i s  
important to  h ighl ight that max imum hear strength for speci men 0 1 00- VFl  were 
h igher than that o f  0 1 00- FO.  For example, the max imum shear capac i t)  for the 
O I OO-V FO and 0 1 00-V F 1  \\ as 1 29 .7  and 1 40 .9  K . A fter the beam reached i t  
maximum hear capac i t)  i t  fai led dramat ical l y  hov.;i ng a very br i t t le  behavior for 
peci men ( 0 1 00- FO). The inc l usion of  st e l  fi ber inc rea ed the duct i l i ty and reduce 
the rate of i ncrea e in deflect ion in  spec imen D l  00-V F l . For example. at deflection 
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Figure 4 .2 1 : S hear Force-Deflection curves of  deep beams in group ( C )  '-
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\ alue equal to 8 m111 . the hear force \ a lue [or D 1 00-VFO and D I OO- F l  wa 60. 7  
K:\ and 1 1 0 K re pect i \ e l ) . I . the ma:-.. imum dellection \\ a increa d \\ i th th 
i nc ] u ' ion [ tee! fiber . I t  i� important to h ighl ight that the max imum deflect ion for 
speci men D I OO-V FO. D I OO-VF I \Va 8 mm and 2 8 . 3 5  111m re pecti \ el ) . 
-tA.2 .3 Diagona l  Ten i te  Oi p lacement  
rhe -hear force \ . diagonal ten i l e  displac ment curves for specimens of deep 
beam group \ ) are depicted in Fi gure -+ .22 .  From thi  figure. i t  can be seen that  the 
pec i men did not exhibi t  an) ign i fi ant d iagonal d i splacement t i l l  the in i t iation of 
th crack.s .  The graph ho\\· that the control pec imen. D 1 00-VFO. showed signs of 
d iagonal crack. ing at a hear val ue o f  about 66.6 k . The inc l usion of steel fiber 
increa ed the crack ing shear force ( C racking shear force = 76.2 K ) . I n  the post-
cracking stage. the d iagonal tens i le  d isplacement started to increa e after the in i tiat ion 
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Fi gure 4 .22 :  hear Force-Diagonal tensi le  D isplacement cur es of  deep beams o f  
group ( C )  
8 1  
of the d i agonal crack [or a l l  the pec l men I 0, the beam \\ ith F ( 0 1 00- F l ) did 
not signi ficant l y  reduc the rate of  increa e of  d iagonal d i  p lacement acro crack 
relat i \  e to the 0 1 00-V FO .  
-t4 .2 ..t D iauonal  Com p rc ive t ra in  i n  Concrete 
rigure 4 .2:  h \\ the hear force \ . .  d iagonal com pre i \ 'e strain in concrete 
l' r pecl lnen of deep beam in group ( B ) .  From thi  figure. it can be seen that in  the 
pre-cracking tage the rate of  increa o[ compre i \ e  stra in wa low for a l l  the 
pecl men I 0, it can be een that d iagonal compre i \'e stra in tarted to increase 
after th in i t iat ion or the d iagonal cra k . The rate of increase wa h igher for both 
pe i men' after the crack i n i tiated . A lthough the com pre ive stra in gauge fai l  at 
ear l ier  tage. i t  can be noti ced that the rate of change of diagonal compress ive tra in 
for peci men \\  i th F (D 1 OO-V F l ) \Va l ightly les than the control beam ( S  1 00-VFO ) .  
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F igure 4.23 : hear force- Diagonal  Compressive stra in curves of  deep beam 111 group 
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-'04 .2 .5 M ode of fa i l u re 
Figure 4 .24 shov. the fai l ure m de for deep beams in group ( C ) . The fai l ure 
mode for 0 1 00- FO \\ a due t a hear compre ion fai l ure \\ here the concrete 
crll hed near the upport . F i gure 4 .25  hoy, the fai l ure mode for peci men D 1 00-
" F l .  I t  �ho\\ that thi  peci men a l  a fai led dll to hear compres ion mode of fai l ure .  
F i gure 4 .24:  fai l ure mode of  Specimen Dl 00-
V FO 
Fi gure 4 .25 : Fai l ure mode Spec i men D I OO- V F l  
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...  5 Pe rformance E, a luat ion 
In th i.  cction. th effect of teel fiber \ o l ume fraction ( \ '/ ) for gr  up ( A. B 
and ) 28 1 Pa. 60 I\, 1 Pa. and 1 00 i Pa are anal yzed and d i  scu ed . 
... .s. 1 . 1  Slender Bea m 
... . 5. 1 . 1 . 1  hear trength  Ga in  
The i nteraction bet\" een steel fiber ( F ). concrete compressive strength ( f� ). 
and shear trength gain for slender beam i s  demon trated in F i gure 4.26.  For the 
lender beam \y i th teel fi ber yolum fraction of 0.4°·0 and 0 . 8%. yarying the concrete 
grade had no obyiou ffect on the shear strength gain .  e\·ertheles . for the lender 
beam \\ i tb tbe h igher teel fiber yol ume fraction of 1 .20 o .  the shear strength gai n  
tended t o  decrease with a n  increase in the concrete grade.  Figure 4 .26 sho\\ that a 
(1',) increa e 
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for group ( A )  (28  M Pa )  th shear strength gain increases. For group ( B )  
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Figure 4 .26 :  I nteraction between Shear gai n  %. ( I i). and ( £: )  for slender beams 
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( 60 1 Pa ). in  rea. i ng of ( VI )  did not re u l t  in  an increa ing in  h ar trength gai n .  For 
group ( ) ( 90 \ 1 Pa ) ,  F i gure -+ .26 demon trate that a ( 1 ', ) i ncrease tbe hear tr ngth 
gam 1 11 rea e . 
.. L5. 1 .2 Deep Bea m 
·t5. 1 .2 . 1 hear trcngth Ga in  
The interaction betv\ een F .  con rete compre s) \ e  trength ( f� )  and sbear 
trength gain i dem n trated in  F igure 4 .27 .  f t  can be seen fr0111 the fi gure that. the 
'bear strength gain tended to decrease by increa ing the concrete grade. That was more 
ev ident for the deep beam having the hi gher stee l fi ber vol ume fraction of 0.8% and 
1 .2° 0 . 
For the deep b am with the I \ver concrete grade of 28 M Pa. increasing the 
teel tIber \ ol ume fract ion from 0,,+°'0 to 0 . 8° ° increased the shear strength gain .  
Further i ncrea e i n  the  teel fi ber \'o lume fract ion to  1 .2% d id  not resul t  i n  addi t ional 
hear t rength gai n  for the deep beam with concrete grade of 28 M Pa .  Thi can be 
a cribed to the \\ eb-cru h ing mode of fai lure exhibited by the deep beam with 
concrete grade of 28  MPa and 1 '( of 0.8% and 1 .2%. which concealed the effect of  
i ncreasing the  steel fiber volume fract ion.  F igure .. L 27 also shows that as  ( 1',) i ncreases 
for group ( B ) ( 60 M Pa) the shear gain increase . A l so. the figure demonstrates that the 
inc lusion of F caused an 8 .6% shear gain for gro up ( C )  ( 90 M Pa) .  
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Figur -+ .27 :  I nteraction b (\\'een shear gain .  ( I n, and ( tc ')  for de p beams 
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C h a pter 5:  Analytical Investigation 
5. 1 I n troduct ion 
I n  th i  hapter, the hear trength of U H  -FR- CC (U ltra-H igh trength steel 
F iber reinforced sel f-compact ing concrete) beams is evaluated_ Analytical model s  
publ i hed in the l i terature that predict the shear resi stance of FRC (Steel Fiber 
Reinf reed oncrete) ar used to pred ict the shear re istance of U HS-FR-SCC that 
wa produced in thi tudy_ Three ariables were used in thi s study ( See Table 3 . 1 ) . 
These variable ar the concrete strength (f'c), steel fiber o lume rat io ( vf), and shear 
span to depth ratio ( ard).  
5.2 Shear Strength of  RC Beams 
The hear strength of RC beams is modeled by the fol lowing equation ( 5 . 1 ) . 
The shear strength of RC beams is considered to be the results of the combination of 
plain concrete ( Vc) and steel st irrups 0 s ) ( i f  exists) _  
5 . 1  
The shear strength o f  RC beams without web reinforcement i s  only due to 
concrete shear resistance ( Vc) .  The concrete shear resistance can be modeled as i n  
equation ( 5 .2 ) :  
5 . 2  
Where :  
Vcz = The shear i n  the  compression zone; 
Va = The shear due to aggregate interlock; 
Vd = The dowel acli n; 
5.3 hear Strength of FRC Bea m 
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anou analytical model were prepar d and published in  the l i terature to 
predicate the hear strength of FR . There are two approaches of these models which 
considered the effect of steel fiber contribution to the beam shear capaci ty .  The first 
approach con idered the contribution oC the teel fiber contribution as a separate term. 
'ome of these models wi l l  be tested to whether th y can be used for U l tra-H igh­
trength Fiber Reinforced Sel f-Compacting Concrete ( U HS-FR-SCC) .  Swamy et a1. 
( 1 993) and Al -Ta ' an and AI-Feel ( 1 990) both developed models  to calculate the steel 
fiber effect on the shear trength of FRC beams based on the first approach. The 
fol lo\\ ing equation ( 5 . 3 )  was used to e aluate the shear strength for the first approach:  
5 . 3  
\\'here : 
Vn = The u l t imate shear strength 
VS{ = The contribution of steel fiber in the shear strength; 
Vc = The contribution of concrete in  the shear strength ;  
Vs = The contribution of sti rrups in  the shear strength. 
The second approach considered that steel fiber wil l  affect the concrete 
characterist ics  ( such as, I:,  It') and that is  why the effect of steel fiber is imbedded i n  
the concrete shear strength ( Vc). arayanan and Darwish ( 1 987), Ashorn et a1 .  ( 1 992) 
( Modi fied Zsutty equat ion) and (Modi fied ACI equation), Imam et a1 .  ( 1 997) ,  Kwak 
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.:. )  'harrna ( 1 986),  Khuntia et a1 . ( 1 999) and hin et aL ( 1 994 ) developed 
) \'al ulate the teel iiber effect in the hear trength of FRC bean1s based on 
ld approach. The fol lowing equation ( .4 )  v as u ed to evaluate the shear 
I I ll[ the second approach :  
5 . 4 
ul t imate shear tr ngth ; 
ontribution of concrete and steel fiber i n  the shear capacity; and 
" lI1tribution of st irrups in the shear strength. 
'orne of these models  w i l l  be tested to whether they can be used for U ltra­
"ngth Fiber Reinforced el f-compacting concrete (UR -FRC-SCC ).  The 
ken from the experimental results wi l l  be compared to the values obtained 
proposed models .  
I I" t Approach models 
f r the fi rst approach mode ls  steel fiber contribution to the shear strength ( V.if) 
lhe experimental results wi l l  be compared to the predicted value from the 
Ie> models .  
A I-Ta ' a n  and AI-Feel ( 1 990) 
I he steel fi ber contribution in the shear strength (VS[ ) '  according to Al -Ta' an 
feel ( 1 990) was evaluated using an empirical equation ( 5 . 5 )  which is based on 
I )n analysis conducted on experimental results using 89 beams. 
Where : 
V - 8.5 k l.f (bd) sf - Vf - X 9 Of 
89 
5 . 5  
k = I a steel fiber hape factor, for the fib r used i n  this study (hooked fiber) the 
\ u lue is  1 .2 according to the model .  
Vf Volume fraction of steel fibers; 
b Beam width; 
d Beam effective depth;  
Lf Fiber length; and 
Df Fiber diameter; 
5.3. 1 .2 wamy et al. ( 1 993) 
TI1e steel fi ber contribution i n  the shear strength Vsf , according to Swamy et 
a 1 .  ( 1 993 ) i s  calculated using the fol lowing equation ( Eq .  5 .6 ) :  
Where : 
l. f  Vsf = O .37rvf - x bd 
of 
5 . 6  
r = Average fiber matrix i nterfacia l  bond stress, taken as 4 . 1 5  M Pa, based on the 
recommendations of Swamy et a 1 .  ( 1 974). 
b Beam width; 
d Beam effective depth; 
Vf Volume fraction of steel fibers; 
Lf Fiber length : and 
Dr Fiber diameter: 
5.3.2 econd Approach model 
90 
The fol lowing models a e. plained above considered that the steel fiber 
in fl uence the hear capaci t of concrete .  The e models gi e the value of the ul t imate 
hear trength d ir  c t ly .  
5.3.2 . 1  Narayanan and  Danv i  h ( 1 987) 
The nominal hear resistance of FRC according to arayanan and Darwish 
( 1 987 )  analyt ical model i calculated us ing the foHowing equation CEq.  5 . 7 ) :  
Where : 
It Split-cy l inder strength : 
e Arch action factor: 1 .0 for (�) > 2 .8 , and 2 .8 (�) for (�):S 2 .8 ; 
b Beam width; 
a Shear span: 
d Beam E ffective depth; 
5 . 7  
T = Average fiber matrix interfacia l  bond stress, taken as 4 . 1 5  M Pa, based on the 
recommendations of wamy et a1. ( 1 974 ) '  and 
9 1  
df = Bond factor that depend on fiber shap : 0 .50 for round fibers, 0 .75 for crimped 
fiber , and 1 .0 for indcnted fibers G r this study a value of 1 .0 was used; and 
Ps = Fie ural reinforcement rat io.  
5.3.2.2 Ashour  e t  at .  ( 1 992)  
5.3.2.2. 1 A hou r et a l .  ( 1 992) ( M od ified Zsu t ty Equat ion )  
A hour et a J .  ( 1 992)  suggested an equation which is s imi lar to  the Zsutty 
equation for calculation the shear strength of rei nforced concrete beam. The nominal 
shear resistance of SFRC according to Ashour et al. ( 1 992) (Modified Zsutty Equation) 
analyt ical  model is calcu lated using the fol lov ing equat ions ( Eq .  5 . 8 )  and (Eq .  5 .9) :  
I f  � � 2.5 
1f2: < 2.5 d 
Where :  
Vu = [ C2 1 1V!c' + 7F) (P:"ij x bd 
fd Concrete compressive strength; 
a = Shear span; 
5 . 8  
5 .9  
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n \\  idth; 
am ITective depth; 
I xural re in t' rcement ratio. 
4 1 rF;  
\ crage ftber matri. interfacial bond stress, taken as 4 . 1 5  M Pa based on the 
LI<lttons of wamy ( 1 974 ; and 
ond factor that depends on fiber shape: 0 . 50  for round fibers, 0 .75  for crimped 
1 .U for indented fibers, for this study a value of 1 .0 was used.  
� hour et a l .  ( 1 992)  ( Modified ACI E q u at ion)  
lOur et a l .  ( 1 992)  suggested another equation which is s imi lar to the AC I 
)j) for calculation the shear strength of reinforced concrete beam. The nominal 
1 lance of F RC according to Ashour et a! . ( 1 992) (Modi fied ACI  Equation) 
\.: ... 1 model is  calculated using the fol lowing equation ( Eq .  5 . 1 0) :  
Vu = [ (  0 .7 m + 7 F) � + 1 7.2  Ps �] x bd 5 . 1 0  
Concrete compressive strength ;  
Beam width; 
hear span; 
d Beam effccti e depth; 
Ps Flexural rc inforc ment rat io .  
F Fiber factor = G�) vfdJ < an I 
9 3  
df = Bond factor that depends on fiber shape : 0 .50 for round fibers, 0 .75  for crimped 
tibers, and 1 .00 for indented tibers. For this study a value of 1 .0 was used . 
5.3.2 .3 Kwak et al .  (2002) 
The nominal shear resi stance of FRC according to K wak et  a1 . ( 2002) 
analytical model i s  calculated u ing the fol lowing equation C Eq.  5 . 1 1 ) : 
\\There : 
e =  
d 3 . 5  x -
a 
1 
a < 3 . 5  d 
Spli t  -cy l inder strength; 
a hear span; 
b Beam width: 
d Beam effective depth ; 
Ps = Flexural reinforcement rat io .  
5 . 1 1  
T = Average fiber matrix i nterfacial bond stress, taken as 4 . 1 5  M Pa, based on the 
recommendations of Swamy ( 1 974) .  
F = Fiber factor = G�) vfdf ; and 
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df = Bond factor: 0 .50 for round fibers, 0 .75 � r crimped fibers, and 1 .00 for 
indented fiber , for this tud a a lue of 1 .0 v as used. 
5.3.204 Sharm a  K.  ( 1 986) 
The nominal sh a1" re i lance of FRe according to Sharma ( 1 986) analytical 
model i calculated u ing the fol lowing equation ( Eq .  5 . 1 2 ) :  
Vu = [kf( (�) 0.25 ] X bd 
'Where: 
a hear span; 
b Beam width; 
d Beam effective depth; 
ft' = Tens i le  strength of concrete; 
k = 1 i f  ft' i s  obtained by direct tension test ; 
ft' = 213 i f  ft' i s  obtained by indirect tension test; 
ft' = 4/9 i f  ft' i s  obtained using modul us of rupture ' or 
ft' = 0.79 (f:)0.5 ; and 
!c' Concrete compressive strength .  
5.3.2.5 I ma m  et a1. ( 1 997)  
5 . 1 2  
The nominal shear resistance of SFRC according to Imam et a 1 .  ( 1 997) 
analyt ical model i s  calculated using the fol lowing equation ( Eq .  5 . 1 3 ) :  
Where: 
t: oncrete compressive trength;  
b Beam \\> idth: 
d Beam erfe t ive depth; 
ize E ffect Factor 
1 +  J5.08 1/J = da J1+ 25�a 
9 5  
5 . 1 3  
da = faximum aggregate size i n  nUl1 ; 1 0  mm was the max imum aggregate s ize in  
th is  tudy. 
w = Reinforcement factor= Ps ( 1  + 4F);  
Ps Flexural reinforcement ratio .  
F Fiber factor = G�) vfdf : and 
df = Bond factor: 0 .50 for smooth fibers, 0 .9 for deformed fibers, and 1 .0 for 
hooked fibers. for this study a value of  1 .0 was used. 
5.3.2.6 Kb un tia  et al. ( 1 999) 
The nominal shear resistance of SFRC according to Khuntia  et a l .  ( 1 999) 
analytical model i s  calculated using the fol lowing equation ( Eq .  5 . 1 4) :  
Vu = [ (0 . 1 67e + 0 .25F)JI� ] x bd 
Where: 
2 .5d a 
a 
d < 2 .5 
e =  
a 
1 d � 2 .5 
a hear pan ; 
b Beam width; 
d Beam effect ive depth; 
I; oncrete compressive strength ;  
F = Fiber factor = (��) vf{3;  and 
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5 . 1 4  
{3 = Factor for fiber hape and concrete type = 1 for hooked or crimped steel fibers, 
2/3 for plain or round teel fibers with normal concrete, 3/4 for hooked or crimped 
tee I fiber with l ightweight concrete. For this study a value of 1 .0 was used. 
5.3.2. 7 h in  et a l .  ( 1 994) 
The nominal shear resistance o f S FRC according to Shin et a1 . ( 1 994) analyt ical 
model i s  calculated using the fol lowing equat ions (Eq .  5 . 1 5 ) and ( Eq .  5 . 1 6 ) :  
For  aid � 3 .0, 
Vu = [0 . 19  It' + 93ps (�) + 0.834Vb ] x bd 5 . 1 5  
For aid < 3 .0, 
Vu = [0 .22ft' + 2 1 7ps (�) + 0.834Vb ] x bd 5 . 1 6  
Where : 
a = Shear span · 
b B am width: 
d Beam effe t ive depth; 
ft' = Ten i le  trength of concrete; 
Ps Fle'Xural reinforcement ratio. 
Vb 0 .41  TF: 
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T = Average fiber matrix interfac ial  bond stress, taken a 4 . 1 5  MPa, based on the 
recommendation of wamy et  a1 .  ( 1 974) in  the absence of speci fic  pul lout tests on the 
fiber reinforced concrete u ed in  this in  estigation; 
F = Fiber factor = G�) vfdf : and 
df = Bond factor: 0 .50 for round fibers, 0 .75 for crimped fibers, and 1 .00 for 
indented fiber , for this tudy a a lue of  1 .0 was used. 
5.3.3 Com para t ive AnaJy i 
The val id i ty of  the models explained earl ier in  this chapter to predict the shear 
strength of FRC are analyzed in  th is  sect ion. This section i s  divided into two parts, 
one for the models  of F i rst approach and the other one for the models of second 
approach.  
5.3.3. 1 Pred ict ions for F RC us ing fi rst approach models 
Comparison behveen the expelimental resul ts of beams inc luding SF and 
predicted shear capacity using first approach models  is  given in Table 5 . 1 .  For 
Specimen with steel fiber, steel fiber contribution ( vf) was calculated using the models  
of the first approach.  I t  can be  seen from Table 5 . 1 that both models of the first 
approach Al -Ta' an and Al -Feel ( 1 990) and Swamy et a1. ( 1 993)  are very conservative 
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in e t imating the value of  hear trength of FRC. I so, it can be een from Table 5 . 1 
that both models \\Ier better in estimating the lender beams shear capac ity than that 
of deep beam hear capac it . 
5.3.3. 1 . 1  lender Beam 
The highe t 'tandard deviation beams for AI -Ta' an et a l .  ( 1 990) v as recorded 
for pecimen 60-VF l at rat io equals to 0 . 1 5 1  whereas the least standard deviation for 
A l -Ta'an et at . ( 1 990) wa recorded [or specimen S60-VF3 at rat io value equals to 
0 . 727 .  The highest tandard de iation for wamy et a l .  ( 1 993 ) was recorded for 
pecimen 60-VF l at rat io equals to 0 .204 y hereas the least standard deviation for 
wamy et a l .  ( 1 993 ) was recorded for specimen S60-VF3 at ratio value equals to 0.986. 
The m erage ratio value for lender beams for A l-Ta'an et a l .  ( 1 990) model is 0 .388  
and the tandard deviation is 0 . 1 78 which i nd icate a very poor correlation with the 
experimental results. The average ratio value for Swamy et a l .  ( 1 993 )  model is  0 .525 
and the standard deviat ion i s  0 .24 1 which indicate a poor correlation with the 
experimental results. From the average and standard deviation in Table 5 . 1 ,  SwanlY et 
al. ( 1 993 )  model gives a more accurate est imation than AI -Ta'an and AI-Feel ( 1 990) 
mode l .  
5.3.3. 1 .2 Deep Bea ms 
The highest standard deviation for A1-Ta'an and AI -Feel ( 1 990) was recorded 
for spec imen D28-VF2 at rat io equals to 0 . 1 52 whereas the least standard deviation 
for A I -Ta' an and A I-Feel ( 1 990) was recorded for specimen D I OO-V F 1  at rat io value 
equals to 0 . 557 .  The h ighest standard deviation for Swamy et al . ( 1 993 )  was recorded 
for specimen D28-VF2 at ratio equal s to 0 .205 whereas the least standard deviation 
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for \\ am) et a l .  ( 1 993 ) v;a recorded for specimen 0 1 00-VF 1 at ratio value equals to 
0 . 755 .  The average rat io a lue [or AI-Ta'an and I -Feel ( 1 990) model is  0 .325 and the 
standard de iation i 0 . 1 30 wh ich indicate a cry poor correlation with the 
experimental result . The average rat io value for \\ amy et a l .  ( 1 993 ) model is 0.44 1 
and the tandard de iat ion i s  0. 1 76 ,. hich indicate a ery poor correlat ion with the 
experimental results .  From the average and tandard de iation in  Table 5 . 1 ,  Swamy et 
a l .  ( 1 993 )  model gives a more accurate esti mat ion than AI -Ta 'an and A I-Feel ( 1 990) 
mode l .  
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Vs{, Til ( K N )  Rat io ( V  s{,Th / VS{,Exp) 
Bea m 
pec imcn Vs{, Exp 
T) pe ( K N )  AI-Ta 'an  warn AI-Ta 'an  Swamy 
(Eqn . 5 . 5 )  ( Eqn . 5 .6 )  ( Eq n . 5 . 5 )  ( Eqn . 5 .6 )  
_8-VF 1 1 0. 7  6 .2  8 .4 0 .584 0 .79 1 
:28-Y F2 25 .6  1 2 . 5  1 6 .9 0.486 0.659 
28- F3 67.8 1 8 . 7  25 . 3  0 .276 0 .373 
lender 60-Y F l  4 1 .4 6 .2 8 .4 0 . ] 5 1  0.204 
(0 d =  3 .3 )  60-YF2 42 .7  1 2 . 5  1 6.9  0.292 0.395 
60-VF3 2 5 . 7  1 8 . 7  25 . 3  0 .727 0.986 
1 00- F l  1 9 .0  6 .2 8 .4 0 .328  0.444 
1 00-VF2 36 . 8  1 2 . 5  1 6.9  0 .339 0.459 
1 00-YF3 6 1 . 1  1 8 . 7  25 .3  0 . 306 0.4 1 4  
Average 0 . 388  0 .525 
tandard Deviation 0. 1 78 0.24 1 
D28-Y F 1 1 4 .8  6 .2  8 .4 0.420 0 .569 
D28-VF2 82 .2  1 2 . 5  1 6 .9  0. 1 52 0 .205 
Deep D28-YF3 70.5 1 8 . 7  25 .3  0 .265 0 .359 
(a d =  2._) D60-YF l 24.4 6.2 8 .4 0 .255  0.346 
D60-YF2 40.7 1 2 . 5  1 6 .9 0 .306 0.4 1 5  
D60-VF3 5 7 .9 1 8 . 7  25 . 3  0 . 323  0.43 7 
D I OO-Y F I  1 1 .2 6 . 2  8 .4 0 . 5 57  0 .755  
Average 0 . 325  0.44 1 
tandard Deviation 0. 1 30 0. l 76 
Table 5 . 1 :  The theoretical values of SFRC using first approach models and the RatlO 
between the theoretical values to the experimental ones using Equation 5 . 5  and 
Equat ion 5 .6 
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Figure 5 .  J hows the analytical prediction vs. the experimental results for these 
t"\\ O equation for lender beams. Figure 5 .2  is hoy ing the analytical prediction s. 
the experimental resul t  [or these two equations for deep beams. I t  can be observed 
[rom Figure � . 1  and Figure 5 . 2  that the data is below the equal ity l i n  (where the 
experimental = the theoretical ) which indicate conser at ive prediction. Both figures 
ho\\ that both model how a l ight ly better PI' diction for s lender beam than deep 
beam . I 0, it can be not iced that wamy et a 1 .  ( 1 993)  model for s lender and deep 
beam gives a more accurate estimation than AI-Ta' an et a 1 .  ( 1 990) model for s lender 
and deep beam. 
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Figure 5 . 1 :  F irst approach Models  for s lender beams using Equation 5 . 5  and 
Equation 5 . 6  
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Figure 5 .2 :  First approach models  for deep beams using Equation 5 . 5  and Equation 5 .6 
5.3.3.2 Pred ict ions for F RC us ing  econd approach models 
Comparison between the experimental results of beams inc luding SF and 
predicted shear capaci ty using second approach models  wi l l  be discussed in the 
section. The second approach models  est imate the concrete and steel fiber contribution 
to the shear strength in one term . 
5.3.3.2. 1 Na rayanan and Danv ish  ( 1 987) and Ashour et a l .  ( 1 992)  
arayanan and Darwish ( 1 987) ,  Ashour et  a 1 .  ( 1 992) ( Modi fied Zsutty 
Equat ion) and Ashour et a 1 .  ( 1 992) (Modified ACI equation) are models of the second 
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approach.  The compari on between these models  and the experimental results are 
shown in Table 5 .2 .  The rat io b tween the e peri mental and theoretical for these three 
equation i hown in Table 5 . 3 .  1 t  can be seen from these tables that the three models 
\\ere con er ative in  e timat ing th a lue of shear strength of FRC. The d ifference 
between the experimental results and the prediction can be deemed acceptable for these 
three models .  1 , it can be een from Table 5 .3 that both models were better in 
e t imating the lend r beam shear capacity than that of deep beam shear capacity. 
S.3.3.2 . 1 . 1  Slender beams 
The highest standard de iat ion for Narayanan and Darwish ( 1 987 )  was 
recorded for specimen S60-VF 1  at ratio equals to 0 .445 whereas the least for 
arayanan and Darwish ( 1 987 )  was recorded for specimen S28-VF2 at rat io value 
equals to 0 . 797. The highest standard de iation for Ashour et a l .  ( 1 992)  ( Modified 
Zsutty equat ion)  was recorded for spec imen 60-VF 1  at ratio equals to 0.464 whereas 
the least standard de iation for Ashour et a l .  ( 1 992) ( Modified Zsutty equation) was 
recorded for specimen 28-VF 1 at ratio value equals to 0 .765 . The highest standard 
deviation for Ashour et al . ( 1 992) ( Modi fied AC I equat ion) was recorded for specimen 
60-VF 1 at ratio  equals to 0 .439 whereas the least standard deviation for Ashour et a J .  
( 1 992 ) (modified ACI  equat ion) was recorded for speci men S 1 00-VF1  at  ratio value 
equals to 0 . 74 1 .  The average rat io a lue for Narayanan and Darwish ( 1 987)  model is 
0 .66 1 and the standard deviation i s  0 . 1 1 1  which i ndicate a good correlat ion with the 
experimental resul ts .  The average ratio  value for Ashour et al . ( 1 992) ( Modi fied Zsutty 
Equation) model is 0 .662 and the standard deviation is 0 . 1 1 1  which indicate a good 
correlation with the experimental results .  The average ratio value for Ashour et a l .  
( 1 992) (modified ACI  equat ion) model is  0 .646 and the standard deviation is 0. 1 09 
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\\ hich ind icate a go d correlation \ i th the e perimental re ults .  From the average and 
tandard de\ iati n in Table - . 3 ,  A hour et a1. ( 1 992)  ( Modi fied Zsutt equation) gi es 
a more ac urate e timation than arayanan and Darwi h ( 1 987 )  model and shour et 
a1. ( 1 992 ) (mod i fied A I equation) model .  
5.3.3.2 . 1 . 2 Deep Bea m 
The highe t standard d viation for Narayanan and Darwish ( 1 987 )  was 
recorded 1'01' pec imen D 1 00- YF  1 at ratio equals to 0 .632 whereas the least for 
ara) anan and Dam ish ( 1 987 )  was recorded for specimen D28-VF l at ratio value 
equals to 1 .004 . The highest standard deviation for Ashour et a1. ( 1 992 ) ( Modi fied 
Zsutty equation)  wa recorded for specimen D28-VF2 at ratio equals to 0 .550 whereas 
the least standard deviation for Ashour et a 1 .  ( 1 992) ( Modi fied Zsutty equation) was 
recorded for specimen D28-VF 1 at ratio value equals to 0 .825 . The highest standard 
deyiation for hour et a1 . ( 1 992) ( Modified C I  equat ion) was recorded for specimen 
D28-VF2 at ratio  equals to 0 .577  whereas the least standard deviation for Ashour et 
a1 . ( 1 992 ) ( modi fied ACI  equat ion) was recorded for specimen D28-VF l at ratio value 
equals to 0 .850 .  The average ratio value for Narayanan and Darwish ( 1 987)  model is  
0 .756 and the standard deviat ion i s  0 . 1 27 which ind icate a very good corre lat ion with 
the experimental results . The average ratio value for Ashour et a 1 .  ( 1 992 ) ( Modified 
Zsutty Equation ) model is  0 .678 and the standard deviation is 0 .088 which i ndicate a 
good correlation with the experimental results . The average ratio value for Ashour et 
a1. (1 992 ) (modi fied AC I equation) model is 0 .727 and the standard deviat ion is 0 .087 
v hich indicate a good correlation with the experimental results .  From the average and 
standard deviat ion i n  Table 5 . 3 ,  Narayanan and Darwish ( 1 987)  model gives a much 
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mor accurate e t imati n than shour et a l .  ( 1 992) (Modified Zsutty equat ion) and 
(modi tied I quation) m del . 
Beam Spec imen Vu. Exp 
Type ( K N ) 
28- F l  63 .3  
28-YF2 78 . 3  
28-YF3 1 _0 .5  
lender 60-YF l  1 2_ . 3  
(a d = 3 .3 )  60-YF2 1 23 .6 
60-YF3 1 06.6 
1 00-Y F I 84.0 
1 00-YF2 1 0 l . 8 
1 00-YF3 1 26 .2  
D28-Y F I 78 .8  
D28-YF2 1 46 .2 
Deep D28-YF3 1 34 . 5  
(a  d=  2 .2 )  D60-YF l  1 1 5 . 7  
D60-Y F2 1 32 .0  
D60-YF3 1 49.2 
0 1 00-Y F I 1 40.9 
VII, Til ( K N )  
N a ra. a n  an A hour et a t .  
and  Danv i  h ( Eq n . 5 . 8  Ashour  e t  a t. 
( Eq n . 5 . 7 )  & 5 .9) ( Eqn .  5 . 1 0) 
49.7 48 .5  44 .7  
62 .4 58 . 5  56 .2 
78 . 1 68.4 67.8 
54.4 56.7 53 . 7  
67.0 66 .7  65 .2  
76.4 76 .7  76.8 
57 .5  64.0 62.3 
68 .7  73 .9  73 .8  
83 . 3  83 .9  85 .4 
79. 1 65 .0  67 .0 
92 .8  80 .5  84. 3  
1 1 0 . l 95.9 1 0 1 . 7 
85 . 1 75 .6  80 .5  
98 .6 9 1 . 1  97 .8 
1 07 .9 1 06 .5  1 1 5 . 1 
89.0 8 5 . 0  93 .4 
Table 5 .2 :  The theoretical values of SFRC usmg second approach models usmg 
Equation 5 .7 .  Equation 5 . 8  and 5 .9  and Equation 5 . 1 0  
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Rat io (V;,. Til / Vu. Exp) 
Beam pecimen Nar'ayanan  A hour  e t  a l .  
Type and Danv i  h C Eqn ,  5.8 A hour  et a J .  
CEqn . 5 . 7 )  & 5.9) C Eq n . S. 1 0 ) 
28-V F 1  0 .784 0 .765 0 .705 
28- F2 0.797 0.747 0 .7 1 8  
28- F3 0.648 0 .568 0.562 
lender 60-VF 1  0 .445 0.464 0.439 
(l l  d = 3 .3 )  60-VF2 0.542 0 . 540 0 .528 
60-VF3 0 .7 1 6  0 .7 1 9  0 .720 
1 00- F t  0 .685 0 .76 1 0 .74 1 
S 1 00-VF2 0 .675 0 .726 0.725 
1 00-VF3 0.660 0.665 0.677 
A erage 0.66 1 0.662 0 .646 
tandard Deviation 0 . 1 1 1  0. 1 1  0 . 1 09 
D28-V F l  1 . 004 0 .825 0 .850 
D28-VF2 0 .635 0 .550 0 .577 
Deep D28-VF3 0 .8 1 9  0.7 1 3  0 .756 
(a d= 2 .2)  D60-V F l 0 .736 0 .653 0.696 
D60-VF2 0 .747  0.690 0 .74 1 
D60-VF3 0 . 723 0 .7 1 4  0 .772 
D I 00-VF l  0 .632 0.603 0.663 
Average 0 .756  0.678 0 .722 
tandard Deviation 0 . 1 27 0 .088 0.087 
Table 5 . 3 :  The Ratio of the theoret ical values to the experimental values. 
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Figure 5 .3  hoY\" the analyti al pred iction . the experimental results for these 
three m del f r lender beam . Figure 5 .4 i showing the ana lytical prediction s. the 
experimental resul t  for the e three m dels for deep beams. I t  can be observed from 
Figure 5 . '" and Figure 5 .4  that the data below the equal i ty l i ne indicating conservative 
prediction. B th figures show that the models  show a s l ightly better prediction for deep 
beam than lender beam . 
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10dels  of the second approach for deep beams Lls ing Equation 5 . 7, 
Equation 5 .9, and Equation 5 . 1 0. 
5.3.3 .2 .2 Kwak et a l .  (2002), Sharma ( 1 986) and  I ma m  et a l .  ( 1 997)  
Table 5 .4 shows the companson between experimental results and the 
predicted values using the models  of Kwak et al. (2002), Sharma ( 1 986)  and I mam et 
a l .  ( 1 997) .  The ratio bet\! een the between the experimental and theoret ical for these 
three models  is shown i n  Table 5 . 5 .  It can be seen from these tables that the Kwak et 
a l .  (2002 ) model was conservative in estimat ing the value of shear strength of SFRC. 
harma ( 1 986) model was very conservat ive in estimating the val ue of shear strength 
of FRC, whi le I mam et a l . ( 1 997)  model overest imate the shear strength for a l l  beams 
except S28-VF3,  S60-V F  1 and S60-V F2 .  The model by I mam et al. ( 1 997)  
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overe timate the hear trength :fl r deep beams, whi le i t  needs a safet factor for 
slender beams. 
5.3.3.2 .2 . 1 lender Beam 
The highest standard de iation for Kwak et a l .  (2002) was recorded for 
pecimen 60- F I  at rat io equal to 0 .398 wherea the lea t standard deviat ion for 
Kwak et a l .  (2002) was recorded for specimen 28-VF2 at rat io value equals to 0.68 1 .  
The h ighest tandard de iation for Sharma ( 1 986) was recorded for specimen S60-
F l  at ratio equals to 0 .25 1 whereas the least standard deviat ion for Sharma ( 1 986) 
\Va recorded for pecimen 1 00-VF 1 at ratio val ue equals to 0 .440. The h ighest 
tandard deviation for I mam et a1. ( 1 997)  was recorded for specimen S60- VF 1 at ratio 
equals to 0 .73 1 whereas the least standard deviation for Imam et al. ( 1 997) was 
recorded for specimen 28-VF3 at ratio value equals to 0 .984. The average ratio value 
for Kwak et a1 .  (2002 ) model i s  0 .597 and the standard deviation i s  0 .090 which 
indicate a relatively poor correlation with the experimental results .  The average ratio 
value for Sharma ( 1 986)  model i s  0 . 353  and the standard deviation is 0.058 which 
indicate a very poor correlat ion with the experimental results. The a erage ratio value 
for I mam et a1. ( 1 997)  model is 1 . 1 05 and the standard deviat ion is 0 . 1 87 which 
indicate a relat ive ly good correlat ion with the experimental resul ts .  The average for 
this model shows that the shear strength i s  overestimated . I f  this model i s  to be used 
to estimate s lender beams shear capac ity, a safety factor is recommended to be used 
v.ith i t .  This could be because I mam et a1 .  ( 1 997)  pub l i shed paper showed that the 
model was calibrated using only  29 tests of SFRC beams and where some fai led due 
to flexure not shear and that the model in some beams overestimated the shear capacity 
and that s ize effect might not be as significant for SFRC beam as conventional beams 
1 10 
because the fai lure mode are more duct i le  in  FRe beams. From the a erage and 
'tandard de\ jation in Table 5 . 5 ,  Imam et a l .  ( 1 997)  model gives a more accurate 
c t imation than Kwak et a l .  ( 2002 ) and harma ( 1 986) .  
5.3.3.2.2.2 Deep Beam 
The highest tandard de iation for Kwak t a l .  ( 2002) was recorded for 
specimen D28-VF2 at rat io equals to 0 .532 wherea the least standard deviation for 
Kwak et a l .  ( 2002) wa recorded for spec imen D28-VF3 at rat io value equals to 0 .777 .  
The highe t standard deviation for hanna ( 1 986)  was recorded for spec imen D28-
F _ at rat io equals to 0 .2 1 1 whereas the least standard deviat ion for Sharma ( 1 986) 
was recorded for specimen D28-VF3 at rat io value equals to 0 .336 .  The h ighest 
tandard deviation for Imam et a l .  ( 1 997)  was recorded for specimen D28-V F l  at rat io 
equal to 1 . 845 whereas the least standard deviat ion for Imam et al. ( 1 997) was 
recorded for specimen D 1 00-V F  1 at ratio value equals to 1 . 1 89 .  The average ratio 
\ alue for Kwak et a l .  (2002) model is  0.666 and the standard deviation is 0 .084 which 
indicate a good con-elation with the experimental resul ts. The average ratio value for 
hanna ( 1 986) model is 0 .288 and the standard deviat ion i s  0.039 which indicate a 
very poor correlation with the experimental results. The average ratio value for Imam 
et a l .  ( 1 997 ) model is 1 . 5 39  and the standard deviation is 0 .25 1 which indicate a very 
poor con-elation and that it i s  s ignificant l y  overest imate the value of shear capacity. 
This makes Imam et a l .  ( 1 997)  model i s  not conservat ive to be used i n  est imating the 
shear capacity of deep beams. This resu l ts confinn with Kwak et a l .  (2002) finding in  
his pub l ished paper where I mam et  a l .  ( 1 997)  model was cal ibrated using only 29 tests 
of SFRC beams where some fai led due to flexure not shear and that the model 
sign ifi cant ly  overestimated the shear capacity and that size effect might not be as 
1 1 1  
' ign i licant D r FR beam a con entional beam because the fai lure mode are more 
du t i le in FR beams. rom the average and tandard de  iation in  Table 5 . 5 ,  Kwak 
et a 1 .  (2002) ill d I give a mor accurat estimati n than and hmma ( 1 986) and Imam 
et a ! .  ( 1 997) .  
Beam �/. Exp 
Ty pe 
Specimen 
( KN )  
S_8- F l  63 . 3  
28-VF2 78 . 3  
28-VF3 1 20 .5  
lend r 60-V F 1  1 22 . 3  
(a d= 3 . 3 )  60-VF2 1 23 .6 
60-VF3 1 06 .6  
1 00-VF 1 84 .0 
S 1 00-VF2 1 0 l . 8 
1 00-VF3 1 26 .2  
D28-V F l  78 . 8  
D28-VF2 1 46 .2  
Deep D28-VF3 1 34 . 5  
(a  d=  2 .2)  D60-VF 1  1 1 5 . 7  
D60-VF2 1 32 . 0  
D60-VF3 1 49 .2  
D I OO-VF 1 1 40 .9  
Kwak et a l .  
( Eqn . S. 1 1 )  
3 8.9 
53 . 3  
72.4 
48 .6  
62. 1 
69.2 
54.4 
65 .0  
8 1 . 1  
58 . 9  
77 . 8  
1 04 . 5  
74 .8  
92.2 
99.3 
84.3 
VII, Til ( K N )  
Sh arma AK.  
( Eqn . S. 1 2 ) 
20.8 
27 .9  
40.9 
30 .6  
3 7.4  
37 . 3  
37 .0  
40.7 
5 1 .4 
23 . 1 
30 .8  
45 .3  
3 3 .9 
4 1 .3 
4 1 . 3 
4 1 .0 
I ma m  et a1 .  
( Eqn . S. 1 3) 
77.9 
99.2 
1 1 8 . 5  
89 .3 
1 1 2 .4 
1 33 .0 
1 00 .0 
1 24 .6  
1 46 . 5  
1 45 . 5  
1 94 .2  
239 .4  
1 56 .9 
207 .4 
253 .9  
1 67 .6  
Table 5 .4 :  The theoretical values of SFRC USll1g second approach models  usmg 
Equation 5 . 1 1 , 5 . 1 2  and 5 . 1 3  
Beam 
Ratio (Ytl, Tit / VII, Exp ) 
Type 
pec imen Kwak et a t . Sharma A K. I mam et a l .  
( Eqn . 5. 1 1 ) ( Eqn . 5. 1 2 ) ( Eqn . 5. 1 3 ) 
28-VF l 0 .6 1 5  0 .329 1 .229 
28-VF2 0 .68 1 O. 56  1 .267 
�8-YF"  0 .60 1 0 . 339  0.984 
lender 60- F l  0 .398 0 .25 1 0 .73 1 
(o d = 3 .3 )  60-YF2 0 .502 0 .303 0 .909 
S60- F3 0 .650 0 .350  1 .248 
1 00-VF l 0.647 0.440 1 . 1 90 
1 00-VF2 0 .638  OAOO 1 .224 
1 00-YF3 0 .643 OA08 1 . 1 6 1 
verage 0 .597 0 .3 5 3  1 . 1 05 
tandard Deviat ion 0 .090 0 .058 0 . 1 87 
D28-V F l  0 .748 0.293 1 . 845 
D28-VF2 0 .532  0.2 1 1 1 . 328 
Deep D28-VF3 0 .777 0 .336 1 . 780 
(0 d =  2.2)  D60-VF l 0 .647 0.293 1 . 3 56  
D60-VF2 0.698 0 .3 1 3  1 . 5 7 1 
060-VF3 0.665 0 .276 1 .702 
0 1 00-V F l 0 . 598 0.29 1 1 . 1 89 
Average 0 .666 0 .288 1 . 539 
tandard Deviation 0 .084 0 .039 0.25 1 
Table 5 . 5 :  The Ratio of the theoret ical values to the experimental 
values using Equation 5 . 1 1 , 5 . 1 2  and 5 . 1 3  
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Figur 5 . 5  i h wing the analyt ical prediction vs. the experimental results for 
the e three mod Is D r lender beam . I t  can be ob erved from Figure 5 . 5  that the data 
from Kwak et a ! .  (2 02)  and ham1a ( 1 986) model are below the equal i ty l ine which 
indicate conservat ive prediction. Imam t al ( 1 997)  model has some points above the 
equal i ty l ine and orne points below th equal i ty l i ne .  F igure 5 .6  is showing the 
anal) tical prediction vs. the experimental results for these three models  for deep 
beam . I t  can be observed from Figure 5 .6 that the data from Kwak et a ! .  (2002) mode l 
is belo\', the equal i ty l ine which indicate conser ative predict ion and a bit c lose to the 
equal i t. l ine. hanna ( 1 986) model i below the equal ity l i ne in the conservative side 
of the graph and very far from the equal i ty l i ne .  I mam et a1 .  ( 1 997)  model is  above the 
equal i ty l i ne in the unconservat ive side of the graph and ery far from the equal i ty l i ne .  
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Figure 5 . 5 :  Models of the second approach for s lender beams using  
Equat ion 5 . 1 1 , 5 . 1 2  and 5 . l 3  
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fodels  of the second approach for deep beam using Equation 5 . 1 1 , 5 . 1 2  
and 5 . 1 3  
5.3.3.2.3 Kh unt ia  et a l. ( 1 999) and  Sh in  et a l .  ( 1 994) 
Table 5 .6 shows the companson between experimental results and the 
predicted values using  the models of Khuntia et al . ( 1 999) and Shin et al ( 1 994). The 
ratio  between the between the experi mental and theoretical for these two models  is  
shown in  Table  5 . 7 .  I t  can be seen from these tables that Khunt ia  et  a l .  ( 1 999) and Shin 
et a l .  ( 1 994) model s  were conservative in estimating the value of shear strength of 
F RC for slender beams. For deep beams, Khuntia et a l  (1 999) model was 
conservative in estimating the value of shear strength of SFRC, whi le  Shin et a l .  ( 1 994) 
mode l overest imated the shear strength. 
1 15 
5.3.3.2 .3. 1 lender Bea m 
The highest tandard de iation for Khuntia et a ! .  ( 1 999) was recorded for 
spe imen 60- F l at rat io equals to 0 .320 whereas the lea t standard de iation for 
Khuntia t a1 .  ( 1 999) \ as recorded for spec imen 1 00-VF2 at rat io alue equals to 
0 .609. The h ighest standard d iation for Shin et a1 .  ( 1 994 ) was recorded for spec imen 
60- F l at rat io equal to 0.447 whereas the least standard de iation for Shin et a ! .  
( 1 994) was recorded for sp  cimen 28-V F l  at rat io value equals to 0 .803 . The average 
ratio \'a Jue for Khuntia et a l .  ( 1 999) model is 0.448 and the standard deviation is 0. 1 06 
\" hich indicate a poor corr lation \ i th the experimental resul ts. The average ratio value 
for h in  et a l .  ( 1 994) model is 0.646 and the standard deviation i s  0. 1 1 3 which indicate 
a relatively good corre lation with the er perimental results . From the average and 
tandard deviation in Table 5 .7 ,  h in  e t  a1 .  ( 1 994) gave a more accurate est imation 
than Khuntia et al. ( 1 999) .  
5.3.3.2.3.2 Deep Bea ms  
The highest standard deviation for Khuntia e t  a 1 .  ( 1 999) was recorded for 
specimen D28-V F2 at rat io equals to 0 .274 whereas the least standard deviation for 
Khuntia et a1. ( 1 999) was recorded for speci men D 1 00-V F 1  at ratio value equals to 
0 .3 76. The highest standard deviation for Shin et a1 .  (1 994) was recorded for spec imen 
D28-V F 1  at ratio  equals to 1 . 773 whereas the least standard deviat ion for Shin et a1. 
( 1 994) was recorded for specimen D28-V F2 at rat io value equals to 1 .030.  The average 
ratio value for Khunt ia et a 1 .  ( 1 999) model is 0 . 374 and the standard deviation is 0.05 1 
which i ndicate a very poor correlation with the experimental results .  The average ratio 
value for Shin et a1 .  ( 1 994) model is  1 .225 and the standard deviation is 0.256 which 
indicate a poor correlat ion with the experimental resu l ts and an overest imate of the 
1 16 
\ aluc or shear capacity. Thi make hin et a 1 .  ( 1 994) model is not conservat ive i n  
timat ing the sh  a r  capac ity of d ep beams. 
Beam VII, Exp VII, Tit ( K N ) 
Type 
pec imen 
( K N )  K h u n tia  e t  a l .  Sh in  et a l .  
( Eq n . s. 1 4) ( Eq n .  5. 1 5  & 5 . 1 6) 
28-V F 1  63 . 3  29.3 50.9 
28-VF2 78 .3  3 7 . 3  6 1 .4 
28-VF3 1 20 .5  45 .4  74.2 
lender '60-V F l  1 22 . 3  39 . 1 54 .7  
(a d = 3 . 3 )  60-VF2 1 23 .6 49.9 65 .0  
60-VF3 1 06.6 60. 7  72 .8  
1 00-V F l 84.0 48 .6  57 . 1 
S 1 00-VF2 1 0 1 . 8 62 .0 66 .3  
S 1 00-VF3 1 26.2 75 .4 78 .3  
D28-VF l 78 .8  3 1 . 9 1 39 .8  
D28-VF2 1 46 .2  40 .0 1 50 .7  
Deep D28-VF3 1 34 .5  48 . 1 1 64 .2  
(a d= 2 .2 )  D60-VF l  1 1 5 . 7  42 .7  1 44 . 1 
D60-VF2 1 32 .0 5 3 . 5  1 54 .9  
D60-VF3 1 49 .2 64. 3  1 62 .6  
D I 00-VF l 1 40.9 5 3 .0 1 47 .0  
Table 5 .6 :  The theoretical values of SFRC us ing models  of the second 
approach using Equat ion 5 . 1 4 , 5 . 1 5  and 5 . 1 6  
Beam 
Type 
pec imen 
28-VF l 
28-VF2 
28-VF3 
lender 60-VF l 
(a d = J .  ) 60-VF2 
60-VF3 
1 00- F 1  
1 00-YF2 
1 00-VF3 
verage 
Standard Deviat ion 
D28-VF 1 
D28-VF2 
Deep D28-VF3 
(0 d =  2 .2)  D60-VF l 
D60-VF2 
D60-VF3 
D I 00-VF l  
Average 
tandard Deviation 
Ra t io (V;" Til / V" ,  £\p ) 
K h u nt ia et a l .  h i n  et a l .  
( Eqn . 5. 1 4 ) C Eqn .  5. 1 5  & 5 . 1 6) 
0 .462 0.803 
0.477 0. 784 
0 .3 77 0.6 1 6  
0.320 0.447 
0.404 0.526 
0 .570 0.683 
0 . 578 0.680 
0 .609 0.652 
0.598 0.620 
0.488 0.646 
0 . 1 06 0. 1 1 3  
0.405 1 . 773 
0 .274 1 .030 
0 . 357  1 .22 1 
0 .369 1 .246 
0.405 1 . 1 74 
0.43 1 1 .090 
0 .376 1 .043 
0 . 374 1 .225 
0 .05 1 0 .256 
Table 5 . 7 :  The Rat io of the theoretical values to the 
experi mental alues using Equation 5 . 1 4, 5 . 1 5  and 5 . 1 6  
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Figure 5 . 7  i showing the analytical pred iction v . the experimental results for 
the c thre model [or s lender beam . Figure 5 . 8  is howing the analytical prediction 
\s. the e:\perimental re ul ts for these thr e m dels for deep beams. The same re u lts 
a in fable - .6  and Table 5 . 7  can be seen in Figure 5 . 7  and Figure 5 . 8 .  The data from 
Khuntia et a l .  ( 1 999) and hin et a l .  ( 1 994) for slender beams mode ls are below the 
equal i ty l i n  in the conservati e side of the graph. The data from Khuntia e t  a 1 .  ( 1 999) 
for deep beam models are below the equal ity l ine in  the conservative side of the graph 
\\- hi le the data for h in  et a1 .  ( 1 994) [or deep beam model is above the equal ity l i ne in  
the uncoil ervative ide of the graph. 
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Figure 5 . 7 :  Models of the second approach for s lender beams using Equation 5 . 1 4  
and 5 . 1 5  
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Figure 5 . 8 :  Models of the second approach for deep beams u ing Equation 5 . 1 4  
and 5 . 1 6 . 
5.3.3.3 Comparison between fi rst approach and second approach 
The Comparison between the first approach models and second approach 
models  are shown in Table  5 . 8 .  The average and standard deviation for a l l  models are 
shov.n in Table  5 . 8 .  For the first approach,  it is c lear that Swarny et a 1 .  ( 1 993 ) model 
is  better in  est imat ing the shear capaci ty than AI -Ta'an et a1. ( 1 990), but it is  st i l l  c lear 
that both first approach models  gave a poor est imation of the shear capacity.  For the 
second approach model, the best model that fit the experimental resul ts for s lender 
beams was d ifferent than that of deep beams. For slender beams, the best model that 
fi ts with the experimental  results i s  Ashour et a 1 .  (Modified Zsutty equation)  (1 992) 
120 
mode l .  Imam et a l .  ( 1 9  7 )  model ""a e e luded al though i t  has a c lose average value 
to one (Ratio = f 'u nl I ! 'II. Lrp ::::: I )  becau e it ha a relati e ly h igh standard deviation 
value (0 . 1 7 ) .  nother r a on would be because Imam et  al ( 1 994) model 
o" ere timate th alu f hear capacit [or al l  deep beams. For d ep beams, the best 
model that fit the xp rimental re ul t  i ara anan et a1. ( 1 987 )  model s ince i t  has 
closest average alue to one (Ratio = Vn, Til I Vn, Exp ::::: 1 )  and has an acceptable standard 
deviation (0 .  L 7) .  h in  et  a l .  ( 1 994) model was excluded al though it has a c lose 
average \'alu to one ( Ratio = J �I, Til l J 'II Exp ::::: 1 )  becau e i t  has a relatively high standard 
deviation value (0 .256) .  nother reason would be  because sh in  e t  a l  ( 1 994 ) model 
overest imates the value of shear capacity for a l l  deep beams. 
Slender Beams Deep Bea ms 
Approache M odels 
Average 
Standard 
Average Standard Deviat ion Deviat ion 
A I-Ta'an et a l .  0 .388  0 . 1 78 0 .325  0 . 1 30 
F ir  t �n. 5.� 
Approach Swamy et al .  0 .525  0 .2'+ 1 0.44 1 0 . 1 76 
( Eqn. 5.6) 
Narayanan et a l. 0.66 1 0 . 1 1 1  0 .756 0 . 1 27 
(¥qn. 5.71 
Ashour et a l .  0.662 0. 1 1 1  0 .678 0.088 
( Eqn. 5.8 & 5.9) 
Ashou r et al .  0 .646 0. 1 09 0 .722 0 .087 
(Eqn. 5. 1Ql 
Kwak et al . 0 .597 0.090 0 .666 0 .084 
Second ( Eqn. 5. 1 1 )  
Approach Sharma e t  a l .  0 .353  0 .058 0 .288 0 .039 
(Eqn. 5. 1 21 
I mam et al .  1 . 1 05 0 . l 87 l . 5 39  0.25 1 
(Eqn. 5. 1 3) 
Kh u n tia  et a l .  0.488 0 . l 06 0. 3 74 0.05 1 
( Eqn. 5. 141 
Sh in  et at .  0 .646 0. 1 1 3 1 .225 0 .256 
( E�n. 5. 1 5  & 5. 1 6 ) 
Table 5 . 8 :  Companson between a l l  first and second approaches 
1 2 1  
Chapter 6 :  Conclu ion and Recommendation 
The viabi l ity of  using teel fiber ( F )  as shear reinforcement for reinforced 
oncrete ( R  ) e p c ia l ly  for ultra-high trength e lf-compacting concrete (UH c-
) ha been i ll\. t igated in  this research \york . The R beams were reinforced with 
three di fferent F v ol um fraction (�J) ( 0 .4%, 0. 8%, and 1 .2%). The research work also 
con id r the di fferent beha ior [ s lender beam (u d = 3 . 3 3 )  and deep beam (aid = 
2 .2_) .  The tudy compri ed experi mental te t ing and analytical i nvestigation. The 
main conclu ion of the work along with recommendat ions for future research studies 
re lated to the topic of this thesis are also provided . 
6. 1 Conclusion of the experimental  Re u I t  
B a  ed o n  the experimental resul ts, the fol lowing conclusions are drawn : 
• For lender beams of group (A)  (28 M Pa), the shear strength gain 
i ncreased with an increase in the steel fiber volume fraction. The shear 
strength gain ranged from 20% to 1 29%. 
• For lender beams of group ( B )  (60 M Pa), the inc lusion of SF i ncreased 
the shear strength gain, however, i ncreasing the steel fiber vol ume 
fraction did not resul t  in an i ncrease in the shear strength gain of the 
slender beams with concrete grade of 60 M Pa.  
• For slender beams of group ( C )  ( 1 00 M Pa), the shear strength gain 
ranged from 29% to 94%. The shear strength gain i ncreased with an 
increase i n  the steel fiber volume fraction. 
• For the slender beams with steel fiber volume fractions of 0.4% and 
0 .8%, varying the concrete grade had no obvious effect on the shear 
1 2 2  
trength gain .  everthele . for the slender beams wi th the higher steel 
fiber volume fraction of 1 . 2%, the hear strength gain tended to 
decrea e \\ i th an increase in the concrete grade. 
• For deep beam of group ( ) (28 MPa), the shear strength gain ranged 
from 23% to 1 28%. Increa ing the steel tiber volume fraction from 
0.4% to 0.8% increased the shear strength gain. Fwiher increase the 
teel fiber olume fract ions from 0.8% to 1 .2% did not resul t  in 
addit ional shear trength gain .  
• For deep beams of  group ( B )  (60 M Pa), the shear strength gain ranged 
from 26�o to 63%. The shear trength gain increased with an increase 
in the steel fiber volume fraction. 
• For deep beam of group (C)  ( 1 00 MPa), the shear strength gain for the 
beam with the SF ( \j = 0.4%) was (8 .6%). 
• For deep bean1s, the shear strength gain tended to decrease by 
increasing t he concrete grade. That was more e ident for the deep 
beams having the higher steel fiber volume fractions of 0.8% and 1 .2%. 
6.2 Conclusions of the ana ly t ical  I nvest igat ion 
Various analytical  models  were studied i n  this research work . I t  was divided in  
two approaches. Based on the analytical i nvestigations, the fol lowing conc lusion are 
dra\\n: 
• For the first approach, both models were very conservative 1 11 
predict ions the shear capacity of  steel fiber reinforced concrete (SFRC) .  
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• For the ec nd approach. it wa ob erved for slender beams that a l l  
model were c n er  at ive in  estimating the hear capacity except I mam 
et a l .  ( 1 997)  mode l .  
• For the econd approach. it was observed for deep beams that al l  
model \ ere conser ative in  estimating the shear capac ity except I mam 
et a l .  ( 1 997 )  model and h in  et a l .  ( 1 994) model .  
• The econd approach models i n  general gave a more accurate 
e timation than that of fi rst approach models .  The best model that fits 
with th experimental results for s lender beams was Ashour et al .  
( 1 992) model ( Modified Zsutty equation) .  The best model that fits with 
the experimental results for deep beams was Narayanan et al .  ( 1 987)  
model .  
6.3 Recommendat ion for fu t u re s tud ies 
F indings of this research work provided insights into the effect iveness of using 
F as shear reinforcement. Further research is needed to enrich the l i terature and 
support development of design guidelines and standards on the subject .  The fol lowing 
are recommendations for future studies in  this area: 
• Study the effect of SF on U HS-SCC in  Deep beams with higher vol ume 
fract ions. 
• Study of  the s ize effect of test spec imens on the effect iveness of SF  as 
shear reinforcement 
• Effect of using SF III combination with transverse reinforcement 
(stirrups) as shear reinforcements. 
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• tud) the performance of FRC on T and I girders and the effect of F 
oi tributi n in  the thin v, b. 
tud of the performance of FRC shear strength under repeated or 
Cat igu load ing. 
• hear performance under har h en ironmental conditions and the 
po, ibility o f  corrosion of F should also be studied. 
• De\ eJop a fin i te element model based on the experimental works from 
thi tudy and other experimental study from the l i terature. 
m mendat ion for p ract ica l  a ppl icat ions 
1 ·cd on results of  the present research ,  the fol lowing recommendations can 
tor uccessfu l  appli cations of SFRC beam as shear reinforcements. 
• For slender beams, the sheru· gain shows the SF can be used as shear 
reinforcement in condit ions that the F does not affect the workabi l ity 
of the concrete . I t  is  advised that the maximum VI to be used is 1 .2% 
ince this volume fraction al lowed the concrete to maintain its 
workab i l i ty and increase the shear capaci ty by minimum of 48 .6%. 
Also, the det1ection at first major crack was significant l y  increased for 
beams and exceeded that with st irrups. 
• For deep beams, the shear gain shows the SF can be used as shear 
reinforcement i n  condit ions that the SF does not affect the workabi l ity 
of the concrete . It is  advised that the Vi to be used within this range 0 .8% 
to 1 .2% since this volume fraction al lowed the concrete to maintain its 
workabi l i ty and increase the shear capacity by minimum of 44.6%. 
1 2 5  
I 0, the deDect ion at  fir t major crack was signi ficantl i ncrea ed for 
beam and e, ce ded that with t irrups. 
• For slender beams, it is recommend d that AshoLlr et a l .  (Modi fied 
Z LItty equat ion) model to be u ed in estimating the shear capacity of 
FR . 
• For deep beam , it i recommended that Narayanan et a 1 .  model to be 
used i n  est imat ing the shear capacity of  SFRC. 
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Figure A .2 :  Tensi le steel response at mid-span for s lender beams (group A= 28 MPa) 
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Figure A . 3 : Compressive steel response at load point for slender beams ( group A= 28 
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Figure A.4 :  Tensi le  steel response at load point for deep beams (group A= 28 M Pa) 
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Figure  .6 :  Ten i le steel response a t  load point for slender beams (group B = 60 
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M Pa) 
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. 1 7 : Compressive steel response at load point for deep beams (group C = 
1 00 M Pa)  
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re A. 1 7 : Tensi le steel response for stirrup near load point  at ( H 3 )  for s lender 
beams 
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Figure A . l 8 : Tensi le steel response for stirrup near load point at  ( 0 3 )  for deep beams 
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Figure A . l 9 : Tens i le  steel response for mid stirrup at (H2 )  for s lender beams 
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Figure .20:  Tens i le  steel response for m i d  sti rrup at (D2 )  for deep beams 
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Figure A.20 :  Tensi le steel response for near support st irrup at ( H I )  for s lender beams 
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Figure .2 1 :  Tensi le steel response for near support stirrup at CD 1 )  for slender beams 
